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The 2008 Valley Green Staff would like to thank the following people for their contributions and generosity in making our yearbook possible: Mrs. Debbie Benvenuti, The Board of Education, Mr. Matthew Conforth, Mr. Lou Esposito Jr., Mr. Paul Gerber, Dr. Viktor Joganow, Mr. John Joyce Jr., Jostens, Mrs. Nancy Konzelmann, Mrs. Arlene Marocco, Mrs. Jackie McGarrity, Mrs. Sandy Moussab, Mr. Nicholas Sauter, Mrs. Gail Sliker, Turner Sports Photography, Mrs. Melanie Vasa, Mr. John Wallace, Mrs. Donna Waryas, Mr. Rick Kocher, SAS Photography.
...making the memories...
Over the past four years, we have built many relationships and made memories that will last a lifetime. Take with you all you have learned, the good and the bad, and use it to make your life all that you want it to be. Remember, life is a work in progress. We have seen what you are capable of and know that your futures hold endless opportunities. Thank you for sharing this chapter of your lives with us! We will always remember the Class of 2008 and hope you will never forget your experiences at PV.

-Sandi Galdieri and Ro Mulcahy
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Cassandra Lira  
Vice-President

Nicknames: Cassie
Ambition: To become a plastic surgeon
Secret Ambition: To crush Anela's ambition
To my best Court my better half BF4L the (10)...Jackie -twin, that boy JP, mom&dad IM WX... (Seniors DO NO REGRETS)

Christy Caroselli  
Secretary

Nicknames: Cris, Crispy
Ambition: To be successful in the fashion industry.
Secret Ambition: Green Sweep in 2008!!!
To My Girls & Guys LLU 4 Crazy Yrs 2G SB/MDW JSLUCC +F+4+BN Mxrscchung++iBLMENS GrinchYChrlp ThnxMomDadGrl Class08 NO REGRETS

Ricky Dellanno  
Treasurer

Nicknames: Ricky
Ambition: Politics, Sports Management
Secret Ambition: To grab the bull by the horns.
SrrsGOODtimes 2myBoysDoWork scrubbwormIYcmd 4rYrVistyWettin+Lpdt RoomysClub! ThnxMomDad! auDaybootIATmo jusByou CarpetDierm

Rebecca Jane Dubowchik  
Historian

Nicknames: Becca Bow, Dubz
Ambition: To never pass on a good opportunity.
Secret Ambition: Dayle knows... Amazing times; pvth-bpning t gtfe. love you girls dnt djsrmywdefb my family esp mom+dad thanks for everything xo

Sushanth Bhaskarabhatla  
President

Nicknames: Sush, Sush, Soosh
Ambition: To live a long, gratifying life and contribute my best to the world.
Secret Ambition: Beat Kobayashi at an eating contest...you wait and see... I'll miss you all. Remember the glory days... (HBCI) (m3p) expresso romano EDD Disney '07 (Lds). We're at Vmax!
Karim Abdelrahman

Nickname: Ch-Chi
Ambition: To become a new born baby nurse.
Secret Ambition: To go to China.
Wow! It's already over. I had a lot of fun.

Amanda Abdo

Johana Actable

Nickname: Chi-Chi
Ambition: To become a new born baby nurse.
Secret Ambition: To go to China.
Wow! It's already over. I had a lot of fun.

Alicia Adamkiewicz

Daniel Michael Addice

Nickname: Danny-Adeech
Ambition: To be a famous actor
Secret Ambition: To win an a Tony Award for "The Donkey"*
*Did the Best I could Played as Hard-Assed Guy & Had As Much Fun As I could While Was Stuck In This Place*
Dazed & Confused
This Mom-Dad-Friends

Ardiana Adili

Nicknames: Ana, Ardi
Ambition: To become RICH & FAMOUS II
Secret Ambition: To live in Cinderella's Castle.
The FEW who STAYED TRUE
thinks WHITE CHEER 3 yrs.
WCVE 2008 Cheerleading 04-05.06
Fresh Softball & volleyball
mom-dad-family-love-thnx
Live. Laugh. Love. ALWAYS!
CALIFORNIA
Amanda Agnes

Ambition: To be successful with whatever I do in life.
Secret Ambition: To be Celebrity's Party Planner.
WHITE Posters D5-08 WPV08
"What doesn't kill you makes you stronger" Thanks to every mom dad Nicole Al & Chris Ill

Ardian Agushi

Nicknames: Ardi, Goosh
Ambition: Become a doctor.
Secret Ambition: Play soccer on every continent.
I want to thank my Mom, my Dad, Acti, Nili, and Naska for all their love. To all my friends, thanks for being there for me.

Daniel Salvatore Alcala

Nicknames: Alcala, "D" Scala, Cala
Ambition: To be successful in college and become a law enforcement officer.
Secret Ambition: To marry my girlfriend and move to Mars.
WWWCGACAJLSCNMAABMJSAJBMBPGAllmygirlsAllTheguysMyFanLoveyouChampionshipsWWDHADMHDIP1stTimesPartiesComeSailAway!

Anfal Alkalaf

Ambition: Optometry.
Secret Ambition: Discover why Americans are so obese.
"Be who you are and say what you feel, because those who mind don't matter and those who matter don't mind." Dr. Suss

Samantha Amato

Nicknames: Sam
Ambition: To work with children.
Secret Ambition: To be a Singer.
My best memories are last period English class eating food and my friends B, C, J, and Mrs. V

Brian Ametrano

Ambition: To become a successful defense attorney.
Secret Ambition: To play golf professionally.
Congrats class of 08. It's been fun. Great memories. Thank you mom and dad for everything.
Craig Patrick Anderson
Nicknames: Andy, Melon
Ambition: To play Major League Baseball.
Secret Ambition: NASCAR Driver.
Congrats to everyone My Boys DA JL CG JW SC MA JN PVBaseball07 NHC PC Champs08PVBaseball 4-4 NHCP/SECST Drop Boneyss

Frank Andriani
Nicknames: Oscar
Ambition: Zoologist
Volleyball Love To All My Family Thanks Mom and Dad

Adrienne Andriulli
Ambition: To be happy with my life.
Secret Ambition: To be rich.
Live everyday to the fullest and don’t let little things get to you.

Frank Antonucci
Nicknames: Frank-the-tank, Franklin, Nooch.
Ambition: To join the military.

Corina Apaza
Nicknames: Apaza Apaza, Ama
Ambition: Major in Psychology; Art & Education
Secret Ambition: Be Miss Peru
CT8. Its been a great 4 yrs. Reach 4 the stars I love you mom & dad, txt to my friends & family for amazing HS years.

Erica Lian Appio
Nickname: Barbie
Ambition: To become a Psychiatrist
Secret Ambition: To live a fairytale. THESE PAST 4 YEARS HAVE BEEN AMAZING! I WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL THOSE WHO STUCK BY ME ESPECIALLY MY PARENTS AND MY BROTHER! CLASS OF 08 WE DID IT!
Joseph Appio Jr.

Nicknames: App, Appio
Ambition: To become a sports journalist.
Secret Ambition: To be the best fantasy owner in the world.
Thanks to all my Friends for a Great 4 years and To my Family Mom, Dad, Melissa, Toniann, and G-baby "Is it 2:30 yet" JA

Michael Ardis

Nicknames: Ardis, Ardy
Ambition: To be wealthy and successful in life.
I want 2 thank my family 4 everything LLY Shout out 2 all my boys Its been crazy sm mems seniors 08 live it up! B&LPK

John Apricena

Nicknames: Johnny Bagels
Ambition: To become a radio host
Secret Ambition: Write a movie script.
I don't want to be a product of my environment. I want my environment to be a product of me.

Jacqueline Arsheed

Nicknames: Jackie
Ambition: To be a successful Interior Designer
Secret Ambition: Peace in the Middle East
GS Pres08 2those who made my senior memorable- AlwaysinMyHeart stay True&never change. My family-thankUfor everything

John Ariemma Jr.

Nicknames: Johnny Bagels
Ambition: To become a radio host
Secret Ambition: Write a movie script.
I don't want to be a product of my environment. I want my environment to be a product of me.

Rammey Arsheed
Mark R. Aue Jr.

Nicknames: Aue
Ambition: To be successful and wealthy.
Secret Ambition: To be a Sports Agent.
I want to say thank you to my family and friends for their support and love through high school. You have made this the best 4 years.

David Y. Awad

Nicknames: Debo
Ambition: To become a mechanical engineer.
Secret Ambition: To be..."
Leanne Barbieri

Nicknames: Lee, LeeLee, Shortie
Ambition: Computer Programmer
Secret Ambition: To smile and be happy everyday.
Mom Dad thanks. 2 my friends we had fun. FL06' w/ TDKMER. Joy thanks 4 being there. ILoveU! 4eva Class of 08!!!

Ashley N. Bardi

Nicknames: BARDi
Ambition: To be a psychologist.
Secret Ambition: ANY N RA 4L FRestSBL
Crollton NITE: DP ALL NITE, LOVES2/12 widertz, DaddRIP6/16/06.
CONGRADULATIONS N GOOD LUCK Class of 08

Olivia Berghorn

Nicknames: Sunshinel, Luther
Ambition: Fashion Designer.
Secret Ambition: To be the best Hippie ever. get Lost and then get Found

Liliana Berrocal

Laura Maria Betancur

Ambition: LAW ENFORCEMENT
My Family: Love & appreciation. AIN'T NOTHING YOU CAN DO NOW TO STOP MY SHINE THIS IS GODS PLAN HOMIE. THIS AIN'T MINE.

Rachael Michelle Bianco

Nicknames: Ray-Ray, Rachie, Roch
Ambition: To become an elementary school teacher.
Secret Ambition: To figure out why we're given hearts when they're so easily broken.
To my girls crazy moms love you always! MDWoc7 Insane. my family couldn't have done it w/o you! NM-my heart! Psc8 xox
Nicholas Ryan Bilynsky

Nicknames: Nick, Nicky B., Big Nick
Ambition: To return to PV to teach math.
Secret Ambition: To become part of the olympic fencing team.
"The important thing is not to stop questioning." Love to my family. Best times on PV fencing team.

Dana Marie Bosco

Nicknames: Dane, Bosco, Boo
Ambition: To be a gym class hero.
Secret Ambition: To be best friends with Brandon Boyd. Thank you to all of my friends for the love and support, you know who are.

Albert Breban

Nickname: Poncho
Ambition: Computer Engineer.
Yoo shouts to everyone at PV that made these four years crazy. Great times and memories. Take it easy playas. pce

Dieter Bodesinsky

Nicknames: Dietz, Detour
Ambition: To be a successful architect.
Secret Ambition: To own a custom body shop. special thrx to all my friends 4 the best yrs ever! never 4get vall, thrx 2 my fam "always keep your head up n do work!"

Chris Boudaher

Ambition: Fighter Pilot.
Secret Ambition: Navy Seal. Thank Mom and Dad for helping me succeed crazy memories with my friends PV is free of me. loved HS

Robert Brillante
Allan Bronkowski
Nickname: Bronk
Ambition: Criminal justice.
Secret Ambition: Professional soccer player.
THESE PAST 4yrs. HAVE GONE SO FAST. THERE ARE NO WORDS 2 DESCRIBE IT. I WOULD LIKE 2 THANK MY FRIENDS N FAMILY! PCEEE

Richard Buniewski
Nicknames: Ricky, Beav, Beaver
Ambition: To own a custom fabricating shop.
Secret Ambition: To be a professional wakeboarder and to own a 1969 dodge charger 8V.T.
Good mems in PV NP GC RP
FA MA MM "I live my life a quarter mile at a time" Much love to friends and family

Carolyn M. Calcano
Nicknames: CMC, Hunniebuns
Ambition: To be successful and make A LOT of money!
Secret Ambition: Lets just keep it a little secret
so many unforgettable memories! love all my girls
MH TK KK MP AS love you mom dad goodluck class08
62706CM<3

Rebekkka Halley Brown
Secret Ambition: Becca Leo knows
Surround yourself with people you love being yourself with. Mom&Dad Ash thanks love u t.g.f.e <3
PVFH b'Ing no. GLBL!

Sergio Caban
Nicknames: Serg, Sergi
Ambition: Impact the world.
Secret Ambition: Master the piano.

Luis Camacho
Nicknames: Mach, Coo
Ambition: To be a highly successful business man.
Secret Ambition: To own a casino in Vegas.
"endings make room for new beginnings" its been a great 4 years g.i. class of 08! shoutz to my boys & gurlz <ukwur>
Stephanie Canova

Nicknames: Steph, C.Nova, Stephie, Steenna
Ambition: To be successful in a fashion career.
Secret Ambition: To own Bebe;
these past 4 years have been crazy! unforgettable
mems- "NO XTRAZ" F4+8 KS
NM and the guys!
ILOVEYOU<3

Marco Caruso

Nickname: BigMarc
Ambition: To be in a successful rock band.
Secret Ambition: To be a friend of Metallica.
"You meet alot of people on
the way up dont step on
them because you meet
them on the way down"
Peace & Love Cheers 08 \m/

Frank Paul Cassanelli

Nicknames: Bass, Cass
Ambition: To be a physical education teacher.
Secret Ambition: To have the perfect SHYEA face and to
never lose in Golds Gym Basketball.
BestOfs shoutOut2AllMyBoyz
To My
Mom,Dad,Cathy,Daniela,Mi
choel and Spanky Thank U
and I Love U Shyeaaaat!

Doven Card

Ambition: To be successful in

Ariel Casciano

Nicknames: Cinderelly, Cindy, Cils, C.C.
Pet 4yrs been Kazi 2Ma girl<3
u DB SP AF ASTK MH GC
MOM DAD BRO Thnx 4
always being there 4me
k3uz

Cynthia Rose Catalioto

Nicknames: Cinderelly,
Cindy, Cils, C.C.
Ppl 4yrs been Kazi 2Ma girl<3
u DB SP AF ASTK MH GC
MOM DAD BRO Thnx 4
always being there 4me
k3uz
Samuel Robertson Cathcart

Nickname: Sam
Ambition: Writer
Secret Ambition: To join a Ratones tribute band. I'd like to thank my friends and loved ones for making my four years at PV memorable. Best of luck, my camp go to 11.

Steven Ciric

Nicknames: Big Stevie Cool, Cric, Syrup.
Ambition: To graduate college and become a cop.
Secret Ambition: To race in the Baja 1000 with my brother. "Amateurs built the Ark. Professionals built the Titanic." To My Friends: Its been a blast! Great Memories Circle '08.

Alyssa Marie Coiro

Ambition: To be successful in all that I set out to do.
Secret Ambition: To be on Broadway.
Triple Threat: my best! PV/FO-07/CountyChamps/BANGIN G REENDANCERS '08 LOVE YOU GRUB Friends & memories @ GL Class of 2008!

Danika Chari

Nickname: Dani
Ambition: To be a doctor and successful.
Secret Ambition: These four years have taught me so much. I will miss high school, cannot wait for the years to come.

John Citarella

Nicknames: Big J, J-Cit
Ambition: Career in criminal justice.

Anthony Collucci

Nickname: Calooch
Ambition: To be an entrepreneur.
Secret Ambition: To stop Gracie.
Thanks 2 all my family and friends PV soccer team all 4 years great memories All my boys thanks 4 being there.
John Conti
Nickname: Conti
Ambition: To be a cop and music teacher. The past 4 years were great. Love to my family. Thanks to all my friends. I'm gonna miss PV. It's been fun.

Steven R. Coral
Nickname: The Pirate, Steve, Vito, The Weave, Coral
Ambition: To become a successful businessman. Secret Ambition: Play sports for the rest of my life. Thanks for your support Mom Sito, Gido and the rest of my family that is full of joy and wonderment. Thanks Lindz, CW.

Orlandis Corona
Nickname: Chula
Ambition: To be successful. Secret Ambition: To be a supermodel. 4 unforgettable yrs filled with memories. Thanks to my loving family. 4 always supporting me. Thanks a lot! LOVE U ALWAYS!

Joseph Corrado
Nickname: Joe
Ambition: To be successful in whatever I do. Secret Ambition: To rule the world.

Christine Cortez

Joseph John Costanzo
Nickname: Costanzo
Ambition: To be successful at what I do. Secret Ambition: Wouldn't I like to know. These four years have been great. I had lots of fun and can't wait to see what my future brings GL to everyone HAVE FUN
John Crane

Nicknames: Lour, LC
Ambition: To own my own film or television, production company.
Secret Ambition: To find a home with maggie & nicole.
Last 4 yrs: crazytimes vb all Cpt WNwVhd Track 550mybest womam
MS+NYTHOUGHTTHICK+THI N WDSC1 g/c/08
thmomdadmike<3.pce

Lauren Christine Criscione

Nicknames: Lour. LC
Ambition: To own my own film or television, production company.
Secret Ambition: To find a home with maggie & nicole.
Last 4 yrs: crazytimes vb all Cpt WNwVhd Track 550mybest womam
MS+NYTHOUGHTTHICK+THI N WDSC1 g/c/08
thmomdadmike<3.pce

Thomas Dakake

Nicknames: CJ
Ambition: Automechanic.
Secret Ambition: Firefighter.
I would like to give a shout to all my friends and everyone who has been there for me. Great times at MCT.

Edily Crespo

Nicknames: Giggles. Big Ely. Baby Face
Ambition: Getting money. Thx 4 da memories shout 2 da crah ppl in da class of 08thx 2 ma fam 4 getting me through life gud luk 2 ma bro EDDYC.

Alexa M. Curcio

Ambition: To overcome all of life's obstacles.
Secret Ambition: To have breakfast at Tiffany's.
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams."
Family & Friends: thanks4 Everything. Good luck 08

Craig Davenport Jr.

Nicknames: CJ
Ambition: Automechanic.
Secret Ambition: Firefighter.
I would like to give a shout to all my friends and everyone who has been there for me. Great times at MCT.
Caitlin S. Deblasio

Nicknames: Deblasio, Carly
Ambition: To live my life to the fullest. "Forget regret or life is yours to miss."
Secret Ambition: To be one of Lil Wayne's Alphabet Girls.
MOM&DAD&GMAGPA-ILY THANKEVERYTHING,XXV MAY GIRLS=BL TP KR TO SS GE DD 10. ILY ALWAYSHERE
MMK:SNKSO8NOREGRETS

William De Klerk Jr.

Nicknames: De Klerk, Will, Willie Day
Ambition: To become successful at anything I do.
Secret Ambition: To play in the NFL.
Never will forget all the goodtimes, shouts to all the people that know me.
congrats to the class of 08

Samantha Deceglie

Nicknames: Sami Sami D
Ambition: To become a dentist.
Secret Ambition: To win the Daytona 500.
MomPop I love you. Thanks 4 everything. Best4yrs of my life vbball spball my family4ever and fam. you were always there bff

Nicole Delaney

Ambition: My ambition is to become a pastry chef. It's been fun here at P.V. I'd like to wish everybody goodluck to everyone. 9606!

William De Klerk Jr.

Nicknames: De Klerk, Will, Willie Day
Ambition: To become successful at anything I do.
Secret Ambition: To play in the NFL.
Never will forget all the goodtimes, shouts to all the people that know me.
congrats to the class of 08

Samantha Deceglie

Nicknames: Sami Sami D
Ambition: To become a dentist.
Secret Ambition: To win the Daytona 500.
MomPop I love you. Thanks 4 everything. Best4yrs of my life vbball spball my family4ever and fam. you were always there bff

Nicole Delaney

Ambition: My ambition is to become a pastry chef. It's been fun here at P.V. I'd like to wish everybody goodluck to everyone. 9606!

Tiffany DeLaPaz

Nicknames: Ziggie, Tiff
Ambition: World renown Photographer.
Secret Ambition: To be a great mother.
I'm leaving 2 go on 2 bigger & better things. Thanks 4 the good times. Good Luck. Class of 08! See you around PVFH 04-08
Graduates

Danny Delgado
Nicknames: Danny Fresh, Lu t, Ambahon & music producer.
Ambition: Become a music producer.
Secret Ambition: It's a secret why would I say it? We outta here baby! It's been a great 4 years here at PV good luck to all my classmates shouts to my homies 9/6/06 ILU

Daniel DeMaio
Nicknames: Danny Fresh, Lunchbox, Dan
Ambition: Become an elementary school teacher.
Secret Ambition: It's a secret why would I say it? We outta here baby! It's been a great 4 years here at PV good luck to all my classmates shouts to my homies 9/6/06 ILU

Alexis Ann DePasquale
Nickname: Lex.
Ambition: To be an elementary school teacher.
Secret Ambition: To own my own island.
SMMS w/ JP, AW, SM, KS, JP, ILUGR,SF GS Ayr. good times WCHead08 RP<3 1/1/07 Mom, Dad, Mark TV-UR the best ILU GL Seniors 2008!!

Carlos Del Rio
Nicknames: Carlos, Los, DeMi, Shmee
Ambition: To become a professional dancer.
Secret Ambition: To become a professional dancer.
Memories: Shoutouts to my friends! RSKMP, RDSUM & my girls KS<3 "Forget what we're told before we get too old."

Domenick DeMusso
Nicknames: Dom, d'Mo, Minguccio
Ambition: To be successful in the business field.
Secret Ambition: To invent something and become famous with Kevin.
The past 4 years couldn't have gone better. Thanks to my family & friends RSKMP, RDSUM & my girls KS<3 "Forget what we're told before we get too old."

Anthony DePasquale
Nickname: Ant, Ant. D
Ambition: To own my own successful business.
Secret Ambition: To become a billionaire.
The past four years have been great! Thanks to my parents and teachers for your help. Good luck Class of 2008!
Julieanne DeSalvo
Nicknames: Ju
Ambition: To be a fungsneer.
Secret Ambition: To win a
competitive eating contest.
"Life is far too important a
thing ever to talk seriously
about."

Matthew Devenio
Nicknames: Tony, Cones,
Devin
Ambition: To own my own
engineering company.
Secret Ambition: To go sky
diving.
Well it was a good run while
it lasted. Hopefully life treats
class of 08 (good. 18 1x LC
AA GV SS MM AC NE EM MG
AB AM

Derick Diaz
Nicknames: Stevie
Ambition: To be a buyer in
high-end fashion
Secret Ambition: To be on a
billboard in times square
MY 4 yrS - UNAGETEABLE! MDWz/
Wildwood/Vacations w/ Jack
LOVE2MygRLS >>NO XIRAz<<
F4+ B...Its been CRAZYNISSAN!!
JIMMY my HSHH Luv u.3 GOOD
LUCK SENIORS 08!!

Jenna Digilio
Nicknames: pook, stenna,
bennaa3
Ambition: To be a buyer in
high-end fashion
Secret Ambition: To own a
billboard in times square
MY 4 yrS - UNAGETEABLE! MDWz/
Wildwood/Vacations w/ Jack
LOVE2MygRLS >>NO XIRAz<<
F4+ B...Its been CRAZYNISSAN!!
JIMMY my HSHH Luv u.3 GOOD
LUCK SENIORS 08!!

Stefanie Marie DiLauri
Nicknames: Stefie, Stevie,
Stef
Ambition: To pursue a career
in medicine.
Secret Ambition: To become
everything my mother was
not given the chance to be.
"Be one in a million, not one
of a million" I have 6
mommy- ny/everything!
Dad- I did it! I/antene- myneol
Dee & lil man- I luv u! GXV08

Banu Dinc
Ambition: To become a
doctor.
Secret Ambition: To own
anything I like.
I want to thank my parents
and friends Thanks for being
there. I luv u 4 years of great
memories
Antonio DiPasquale
Amblion: To get involved in management of a professional sports team. 
Secret Ambition: It's a secret; I can't tell you - one day you'll see. 
Mornings in the corner with Doug, Frank, Iggy, Jots, and Birdo. Playing baseball with JJ, Matt, Nick, Fred, Eric. great times.

Tim Dougherty

Mahmoud Eirekat
Nicknames: Moody, MooMoo
Amblion: To live past expectancy. 
Secret Ambition: To sing a duet with Elton John. It's been fun but I'm glad I'm leaving. BigJ OK JW BA Circle08SC NMVT MP KM ODJFE BFD MM KF SACC! Farewell PVI LANDA?

Frederick Ellis

Leann Nicole Erickson
Amblion: To become a special ed., or elementary school teacher. 
Secret Ambition: To reach 5'11", then win the game. Wow, we're getting old now! Highschool, you've been OK much love and thanks to family and friends peace out, kids.
Jacqueline Fairweather

Ambition: To work with animals.
Secret Ambition: To sail the seven seas.

Thank you to my friends and family for laughing with me, even when the joke wasn’t all that funny.

Mohammed Fattah

Ambition: To own my own Franchise.
Secret Ambition: To be the first female general manager in baseball. Thanks for the memories. It’s been great. Thanks mom, dad, family and friends. Love you lots! Good luck.

Class of ’08.

Rebecca Fellman

Ambition: To be a pre-school teacher.
Secret Ambition: To be the best female general manager in baseball.

I would like to thank my mom and my brothers W.F.D.A. & H.A. for always being by my side. And a shout out to all my boys.

Felicia Fernandez

Ambition: Pro Hacky Sacker.

Secret Ambition: To be so Rich I spit Gold.

Great times that I will never forget to all that know me keep in touch. Onl’ Love. Shoutz to all my PeePz.

Gianluca Fernicola

Ambition: To be in the FBI.

Secret Ambition: To be so Rich I spit Gold.

Great times that I will never forget to all that know me keep in touch. Onl’ Love. Shoutz to all my PeePz.
Gina Marie Filiaci
Nicknames: G
Ambition: To become a math teacher.
Secret Ambition: To become a Dallas Cowboy's cheerleader.

Denisha Danielle Fisher
Nicknames: Nes, Nesh, D-Doll
Ambition: To plan parties for celebrities.
Secret Ambition: To marry Jason Wahler.

Ashley Fornino
Nickname: Ash, Ashiez, Twin, Little N. For Nino.
Ambition: To live a peaceful life.
Secret Ambition: Shh...to become a pro snowboarder with my Bff Krysta.

Jennifer Franck
Nickname: J Francks, Jenn
Ambition: To create something that will live forever.
Secret Ambition: To let all the dogs at the pound out with my family & my best friends id be nothing.

Krysta Jade Frikkers
Nicknames: Frikey Frik, Nigel
Ambition: To buy mama a house.
Secret Ambition: To become a bouncer.

Jackie Friscia
Nickname: Jackie
Ambition: To be an executive on Wall Street.
Secret Ambition: To marry rich =)

Four Amazing Years! Summer 05- New Years-Party Bus 08! Jackie Jenna Steph Christie Jess Cass Wass (No extras) Seniors!
Scott A. Fusco
Nickname: Fusco
Ambition: To become a paid firefighter.
Secret Ambition: To own my own business.
PVTV Lacrosse parties crazy times nvr 4get NM JS DD GE TC MH LC NR Thnks 4 the merns im outta here 08

Anthony Gabriel
Nicknames: Chrisy, Xtina
Ambition: Live life to the fullest.
Secret Ambition: To travel around the world. Never 4get the goodtymz w/my friends thankz mom&Dad love u all

Stephen Gaczek
Nickname: Steven, Superman
It's been real PV Good Luck
Class 08

Christina Gaghan
Nicknames: Chrissy, Xlina
Ambition: To travel around the world. Never forget the good times w/my friends. Thanks mom&Dad. I'll miss u all

Michelle M. Gaita
Nickname: Angel Eyes
I am going to miss all my friends. I Love CB, ST, TS, PM, NM, LS, LK, ND, LA, JS, JM, PM.
TS UR 2008 I Love you Mom&Dad

Sebastian Galeano
Yanette Garcia

Nicknames: Yum Yum, Yaya, Yanzie, Wifizer
Ambition: To be a nurse one day and to be a good mom like mine.
Secret Ambition: To be a ANY4L MOM & DAD THANKS 4 EVERYTHING GABB & CIG thansw) summer of 07 rocks
I love you Roberto Good Luck class of 08! & 12

Jennifer Gesualdi

Ambition: To study environmental science.
Secret Ambition: To backpack through Europe. Thanks to my family and friends for making the past four years unforgettable!

Michael E. Gencarelli

Nickname: Gencs
Ambition: To be an actor.
Secret Ambition: To be Jack Sparrow, great times the past four years! gunna miss you ALL! love to my family! to ALL the GREAT times! NEVER forget! LOVE THE ARTS!

Carly Shane Gilfoil

Ambition: To be ambitious.
Secret Ambition: To be Johnny Appleseed.
Peace out.
Little Falls.

Michael Giordano

Ambition: To be an actuary.
Secret Ambition: To become a billionaire.

Kaitlin O. Gish

Nicknames: Katie, Gish.
Ambition: A successful medical career.
Live.Love.Laugh=3To My Friends Remember The Good Times illyy Morhmy Daddy & Amy Thank You For Everything ILY! Good Luck '08
Raul Gomez

Nicknames: Chns., Greco.
Ambition: Play Division 1 Baseball.
Secret Ambition: To be Successful.

Christopher Greco

Nicknames: Chris, Greco, Grex
Ambition: To be Successful.
Secret Ambition: To be a Musician.

Hamiton Gonzalez

Nicknames: Billy Grotz, Grotzilla, Billy G. Grotz, B.G.
Ambition: To be a Director.
Secret Ambition: To be an ice cream truck driver or rally drive ha.

William Grotz

Maggie Gueorguieva

Nicknames: Mag, Grizzly =)
Ambition: To be happy in life and travel around the world.
Secret Ambition: To be an ice cream truck driver or rally drive ha.
Thanks to all my friends & family, congrats to class of 08. Good luck. One love080407.

Evelyn Gutierrez

Nicknames: Eve, Evie, Eve
Ambition: To be successful and visit the world.
Secret Ambition: Marry a hoffle with tons of money and have 2 gorgeous smart kids.
Happy but sad its over my best wishes to the class of 08. Thnx 4 all the support mommy&guys. love life&dont regret anything.
Graduates

Pierre Haddad

Ambition: L. •bby
Secret Ambition: G >bal
DeeJay
THX Mom. Dad. Hany, Nicole.
Selly BYF & the rest JOCk&naf <3 SMR07
Peace
in
the
Middle East.

Kenda Hammam

Nickname: K
Ambition: Lobbyist.
Secret Ambition: Global DeeJay.
THX Mom, Dad, Hany, Nicole,
Selly BYF & the rest. jackknifed <3. SME07. Peace in the Middle East.
Spread love.

Katherine Herman

Nicknames: KT, Katie, Llama
Ambition: Medical research.
Secret Ambition: Motorcycle cross country
Not everything that counts can be counted and not everything that can be counted counts. - Einstein's office sign BBQ

Shannon T. Hale

Nicknames: Shan, Shaniqua, Shany
Ambition: To be successful.
To the few that stayed true.
S3KczSP.RS.BF.AA... act
Keep it real!
Seniors.08

Daniel George Heinis

Nicknames: Heinis, Dan
Ambition: To be successful in whatever I do
Secret Ambition: To be President.

Michele Hovey

Nicknames: Linda
Ambition: To be successful.
Secret Ambition: To own a mansion.
Senior year was awesome! Thanks to all my friends for supporting me in all my activities. I love you all.KKJR,RY,KG!
Chelsea J. Iglody

Nicknames: Chelsea
Ambition: To be a successful interior designer.
Thank you to everyone who made my years in PV amazing. Good luck to everyone!

Ahmet Iscen

Ambition: To become a successful and respected person.
IT HAS BEEN A GREAT FOUR YEARS IN PV, AND I WOULD LIKE TO WISH EVERYONE GOOD LUCK AND GREAT SUCCESS.

Alexandra Izzi

Nickname: Izzi
Ambition: To be a rockstar!
Secret Ambition: Get a book published.
Lunch table: Magma vbloggirls Freerunners Heart U all Live Love be free-yatze3 Shibby...um?

Brooke James

Nicknames: Mac n cheese, Cheese
Ambition: To be world famous.
Secret Ambition: Run around with my hair on fire with Olivia.
All I gotta say is let the good times roll...switch!
KF+BJ3.4.07

Erin Jensen

Nickname: Linda
Ambition: To be successful
Secret Ambition: To own a mansion.
Senior year was awesome! Thanks to all my friends for supporting me in all my activities. I love you all. KKJR, RY, JG

Henry Jimenez

Ambition: To work for a Federal Department (FBI).
Secret Ambition: To become an actor.
Good Luck class of 08"
Ilijana Kalezic  
Ambition: To become a successful lawyer.  
Secret Ambition: To marry Cristiano Ronaldo. Thanks to my friends and family for making my dreams come true! Great 4 years! Amazing season tennis! PV you know!

Keegan Kingeter  
Nickname: Keeg  
Ambition: To be a newscaster  
Secret Ambition: To star on Broadway with Wayne Brady. These 4 years have been great. Thanks to my friends and family. Dance like nobody's watching and always be yourself!

Krystill Knoll  
Nicknames: KK, Krys  
Ambition: Supermodel & Mathematician  
Secret Ambition: Keep the world laughing — tp, treasured memories! Ilu mom dad alle grant & eli. <3 my girls mhp as cmc. god bless class of 08 live laugh love xo

Mary Kane  
Nicknames: MK, Mare  
Ambition: To be a district attorney in NYC.  
Secret Ambition: To travel the world. Thanks mom dad + colleen couldn't have done it w/o you byf+girls 2mn no regrets pHs seniors 08 good luck!

Ozan Kipri  

Peter Kobelka
Marc Kolankowski
Ambition: To have a successful future.  
Secret Ambition: To be a racecar driver.

Elaine Kong
Ambition: To be content.  
Secret Ambition: To marry Zach Pars.

Laura Kong
Nicknames: Jerzee, Shorty  
Ambition: Finish college.  
Whatupifinallymadeitfeelflikereventhoutouts2  
LZ, MG, MM, MO, GD, BM, CC.  
MM Congrats to the class of 2008 and good luck! I’ll miss you.

Cody Kopf
Nickname: Code  
Ambition: To become a lawyer.  
Secret Ambition: To own the New York Jets.  
Good times playing football and baseball with the guys, going to parties, and just hanging out.

Eva Korca
Hi! My name is Eva. I would like to thank all my teachers and all my friends for always being there for me. Good luck, 2008.

Taleen Kouyoumdjian
Nicknames: Tweety, Tallen, III  
Piece, T-Do  
Ambition: Undecided.  
Secret Ambition: Bartending.  
While in College, Class of 08! Juicy CC, Michele, Cindy, Machy, K-K, Ang, Lumpy-xoxo, Clubs, MDW, Summ. 07, luv u guys <3
Trevor S. Krapels
Nicknames: Krapes, Trev, TSK
Ambition: To be successful at whatever I do.
Secret Ambition: To become a pro soccer player.
4 great years of soccer and volleyball. I want to thank my family and friends for everything PCE!!

Amanda Krattiger
Nickname: Krazy, Krait.
Ambition: To become a nurse.
Secret Ambition: To become a head nurse.
Wow this is finally over! I've learned and grown so much. Thanks to MT, TD, FF, AB, DJ, MG, CR, DD
fun times lol love u all!

Kourtney Krygsman
Nicknames: Kourt, Kourt Cakes, LL, Krygs, Lawrence.
Ambition: To become well-known someday.
Secret Ambition: To live a happy, peaceful, and successful life.
DBT DB DB AF DB KF KM KM MS BG FE MM PB PC IM SV CR SP and EM u guys r fabulous lul

Kyle Larson
Nicknames: KLARS, LARS
Ambition: Be a graphic artist.
Secret Ambition: Find that "good" on the roof.
I would just like to thank my parents, friends and teachers for all of their support.
Good luck fellow classmates!

Nicole Lauria
Nickname: Chach
Ambition: To be successful.
Secret Ambition: It's a secret. I will always remember my good times in PV. SHOUTS to Riggi, AH & Danielle. 143 Brian xox Good Luck Class of 2008!

Sierra Lavoy
Ambition: Marine Biologist Extraordinaire.
Secret Ambition: To be the next Dr. Pantano. "It occurred to me that I had a fine brain in a beautiful working order & that I might as well use it." HHGPP <3 you chicas! Big Love.
Shane Lebiedz
Nickname: Shane-O-MAC
Ambition: To play college basketball and become successful.
Secret Ambition: To catch the Lockness Monster.
THANKS 2 MY FRIENDS AND FAMILY LOVE YA MOM, DAD & JESSE SHOUTZ 2 MPJMCFCTARDKORS
GOOD LUCK CLASS OF 2008! PCE OUT PV

Edward Lee
Nickname: Ed, Edd, Eddy Lee
Ambition: To become a doctor.
Secret Ambition: To conduct the New York Philharmonic.
Best of luck to all of my classmates. We'll be at Vmas! It's Ed, not Eddy... Your face...

Rebecca Leonardo
Nicknames: Becca, Leo, Elle
Ambition: Own a successful restaurant in the city.
Secret Ambition: Young Jin knows..... Mom is 34! My friends are the BEST. PV/FS-BANGIN.
Track, step/ballad crew, band-3 many good times and many more to come!
g.f.e.

Jaclynn LeQueux
Nicknames: Jackie, Jack, Pook
Ambition: To work for a huge company in NYC.
Secret Ambition: To own a toaster oven company w/ Jess.
My 4 yrs-AMAZING!
MDWz/WW- vacations w/ Jenna- INSANE. Jenna Jess Steph Christy Jackie "NO XTRAS" Nick- BBFE. PVGB<3.
ily mommy&daddy C/O 08!

Joseph Liscio
Nicknames: Joe, Lis, Joe Lis, Jojo
Ambition: To become a physical education teacher and high school football coach.
Secret Ambition: To become the best dragon slayer of all time.
I would like 2 thank all my teachers & coaches 4 putting up w/me 4 past 4 yrs. Shout to the boys and girls. Many thanks. Senior 08 Shvey.

Matthew Logmans
Nickname: Logz
Ambition: To be a sports agent.
Secret Ambition: To meet Terrell Owens. Get yo popcorn ready therese gonna be a show!
John Lombardi

**Ambition:** To be successful.

Katie Lyubkivska

**Ambition:** To be successful in my career.

**Secret Ambition:** Become the next Miss America. These past 4 years were the best. Thank you mom and dad. I LOVE YOU! My best friend - A.M. I love you no matter what. Stay true.

Stephanie Amelia Maguire

**Nickname:** Moo

**Ambition:** To work for a magazine in LA.

**Secret Ambition:** To be in the Rockettes. Friends: Always <3 AW KG JP AD KS and crew. 4 years cheering, softball, WWV 05-08. Mom, Dad, Shawn, I love you thanks for everything. Amazing 4 years. Good luck Class of 2008.

Brittany M. Lowe

**Nicknames:** Louie, b.lowe.

**Ambition:** To graduate high school and be successful.

**Secret Ambition:** Talk to my favorite animal "pigs." Unforgettable times w/ my girls CDTRK98STOGE BFRE! Mom Ron Ash I LU. Mom, thnx 4 everything. Nr 4get MDW05-08! Yerps!

Kaitlyn Macfarlane

**Nicknames:** Kait, Bug, Sally, Gretchen

**Ambition:** To become successful in all that I do. 

**Secret Ambition:** To sing in front of people. I want to thank my friends and family you ROCK! Much Love to my Lunch Buddies and Kat what I do without you!

Nicole Lan Makino

**Nickname:** Nikki

"Peace is happiness digesting." JOLY. Les Miserables
Nicholas Manganiello

Nicknames: Ambition: Secret Ambition:

Ioana Marinescu

Ambition: To become a successful interior designer. Secret Ambition: To be a dancer on Broadway. Thnx so much 4 everything. Mom, Dad, Ilum. CUSM4L WDV, DT so many mems NCUAD H5 wouldnt have been the same w/o ALL of u.

Amanda Kate Markovski


Nicole Mantione

Nicknames: Manny, Nic Ambition: To become a doctor and be happy and successful in all that i do. Secret Ambition: To play for the Yankees. AC, SF, AC,<3 through it all. PVH-B4yGIN. CDC05-08 lovevouget. Congrats Class of 08. "Wherever you go, go with your heart."

Jon Marino

Nickname: J Marinez Ambition: To be remembered. Secret Ambition: To work for MTV. 4 yrs. went by so quik wont forget it from the summers to MDW seniors 08 you already know i wont forget my truest=

Brandon Marocco

Nicknames: B-Mar, B-Roc Ambition: To get rich and live life to the fullest. Secret Ambition: To be the second best dragon slayer in all the land next to Joe Licio. GREAT 4YEARS FOOTBALL #53 NEVER FORGET SHOUTS TO MY BOYS-ILLU AND THANKS MOM AND DAD.
Eric Daniel Martin
Nicknames: E-Roc, Stewie
Ambition: Business/Education
Secret Ambition: To work for ESPN and goodtimes with NSMDM2LCMLCNR4E1ete VPX Cap! NREM tall LaK boys NSMJC litgmem gonna miss PV & all my friends cya

Michael A. Martinez
Nicknames: Martinez, Mike, Mart
Ambition: To become a graphic designer and create the #1 selling video game of all time
Secret Ambition: To become president, form an alliance with Kim Jung Il & take over the world. It's not hard to fail & its not easy to win so always give your all. Shouts to everyone at PV. It's been fun!! *tmmme*

David R. Massaro
Nicknames: The Bank, Davey Dave, Two Gee's
Ambition: Get rich quick, die happy old
Secret Ambition: To become so successful I won't have to work. The Bank always has enough money for a loan. Try to fool me and you are only fooling yourself. SC, NH, VT, AR, MP, JJ, DD, BM

Stefanie Lynn Matano
Nicknames: Steff
Ambition: To be successful at anything I choose to do.
Secret Ambition: To be a famous actor. SNRS08! 2 my best-GF THNX4 everything Lu EBO LC MS NW w2mm wowmom LYGRLS Cheer & WX THNX MOM DAD GI & Vn IU GOODLUCK C/08!

Jessica Lynn Matthaei
Nicknames: Jess, Cookie
Ambition: To be successful in the fashion world.
Secret Ambition: To own a toaster oven company w/ Jackie.
SnapDMGL: MDW05-0B= BANGINI WX3yns-GLR3nxXRAS--JLJDSCCC 2mm/BRETT ILOVEu 21407 NVR4GetU! Mom Dad Bro* Thnx4EVERYTHING ILOVEu

Katie M. Maurer
Nicknames: Dirty Maurer
Ambition: To become a tattoo artist.
Secret Ambition: To work with Kat Von D. Thanks for everything Mom and Dad. OJSMA4! I love you guys! Gets volleyball miss you girls.
Alberto Mayanga

Ambition: To be successful in the future.
Secret Ambition: To become a professional soccer player. It's been great these 4 years. Good luck to all of my friends and the rest of the class of 2008.

Joseph McCue

Nickname: Joe
Ambition: To program video games.
Secret Ambition: To own over 1,000 video games. I'm off to college to be a freshman... Life is dull, play video games. To myself in 20 years: Good luck!

Colin Roger McNeill

Nicknames: Big Mc, McMuffin, C. McNasty
Ambition: High school math teacher & volleyball coach.
Secret Ambition: To be the next "Man" vs. Wild.
4 Yrs Volleyball&Basketball Thnx To All Who Helped Me Along the Way. "Never settle for mediocrity. Never be satisfied!"

Kimberly Ann McVeigh

Nicknames: Kim, Kimmy, Kimbly, Kimerly
Ambition: Graduate college and become a teacher.
Secret Ambition: Travel the entire world. Thanks Mom, Dad & Danny. I love my man. Thanks to all my friends for making high school great. I love you.

Martina Medina-Cuenca

Nicknames: Viejo.
Ambition: Play for C.A. Boca Jrs.
Secret Ambition: Tattoo my name on every girl I date. Gracias para segui participando y gracias to my family it was a good year alot of money made.

Ashley Mendia

Nicknames: Mendia, Ash
Ambition: To look back years from now & have no regrets.
Secret Ambition: Becca Bow knows.....
"Live in the moment and make it beautiful, make it worth remembering." Thank you mom, dad and Jon for everything you do. Love you & know this is only just the beginning. twin, the gang.
WD 07-08, t.g.f.e. <3
Graduates

Emma Mendoza
Nicknames: EZ Money, Enrique, Emy, Soul Glow.
Ambition: Forensic Pathologist or Psychologist.
Secret Ambition: To be a famous author. Remember the fun summer nights and main stage! Shout Out ChNM OO AF MP OK KR NL ER DW AI CC IP SS FF HP LA KC.

Kevin Mendoza
Nicknames: Kev / Boku90.
Ambition: To enjoy every moment in life.
Secret Ambition: One day visit Japan "AAAAaaa!!!"
My High School years have been amazing and thanks to my friends for the awesome memories! I'll miss you all! BE HAPPY!

Nicole Christine Mitchell
Nicknames: Niki, Nik, Mitch.
Ambition: To become a school psychologist.
Secret Ambition: To go on a world tour & sing onstage with Christina Aguilera =)
these 4 yrs HAVE been AMAZING * to MY family THANKYOU. MY girls YOUR THE best & I <3 u H/S BEEN crazy!
OUR weekends & PROM =)
I0Visit * 112506 A/F, I <3 u chubs <3 _ best of luck c/o 08 !!!

Kaitlyn Mould

Joseph David Mourad
Nicknames: BigBird, JoeBird, Birdman, Jomo, Abe, Tube.
Ambition: To be an engineer or lawyer.
Secret Ambition: To part the sea.
III Never & get PVH or My Boy SM SRDWNJASCXGETmemrsnb ba07statechampsOnly

Hasan Munem
Nicknames: Hasy Hassaan.
Ambition: Pool Boy, Bug.
Secret Ambition: To get my 72.
Justin Munson

Nicknames: Munson
Ambition: Get Rich and Have Fun.
Think U 2 My friends & family. Nr forget Levash Class 07, Bamboozle and Killa Camb's Class LIVE LIFE, HAV FUN. NO REGRETS!

Joseph Murphy

Nicknames: Joseph Murphy.
Secret Ambition: To Become A Rockstar.
So many good Highschool memories throughout the four years I wish I never had to leave. Good Luck To All Throughout Life

Rocky Muscia

Ambition: To become a cop when I'm older.
I wish everyone the best of Luck. Have a great life.

Sara M. Nagy

Nickname: Nagy
Ambition: To work as a graphic designer in NY.
Secret Ambition: Walk the runway.
SENIORS 08* OJSIMS4L smm 4 years w/ PVGVB! 17-5 Victs. WHITEX 05-08 victory #10. thx 4 everything mom, dad, Jonathan & Lauren. N.Miu. 0&5 54L. GL 6/7/08.

Dave Narciso

Nickname: D-MoNeY
Ambition: To make mad money.
Ballin times with all my boys & parties every weekend DIPSET you already know pce pce.

Joseph Naysmith

Nicknames: Joe
Ambition: To be successful in whatever I do.
Secret Ambition: To travel the world.
"Always be true to yourself, never do as others tell you."
James Niland

Nicknames: Niland, Jim, Jimmy, No-no, N-Ni
Ambition: To come home from work kick off my shoes & have dinner waiting in the kitchen
Secret Ambition: To buy my own island
Crazy how fast 4 years fly... best times w/ all my boys especially JWSMPJLRDDACA
Never 4get...Jenna LuLu 10.6.05
Good luck c/o 08...see you in the real world!

Onur Oncer

Nickname: Bone
Ambition: Aerospace & Aeronautical Engineer
Secret Ambition: Professional snowboarder that can belly dance
Im Gonna miss my school, my friends, and my gym locker. I used to like bears
NE MULU TURKUM DIYENE!-I love flags (Bananas)

Tayler Ordonez

Nicknames: Bears, Beanzie"F Baby, Mc Nasty Bears
Ambition: To prove to Biggie it wasn't all a dream
Secret Ambition: To be one of Weezy's Alphabet Girls!
YA DIG!!!
GIRLZ'LUZIKILLA-MAIN
MDuVolue SICK! MoM-Lu4e Ty4evrythng SENIORz-LUVe it
UP! Cheers to teen age years! ONElove

Madelyn Ortega

Nickname: Madz
Ambition: To become a psychologist or teacher
Secret Ambition: To become a pilot
We made it! Its about time
Best of luck to the class of 2008!
My girls love you stay true! and the boys too!

Michelle Osbun

Nicknames: Babi Cakes, Mickey
Ambition: To be the first in my family to go to college
Secret Ambition: To meet and marry Mickey Mouse!!
I tab!
Good times
with: LTRGJCMSTSSPARJUM
APJRDLA We stay buggy!!!tnx dad 4da luv&supportCongrats2dacialssof08" Ima miss ya

Tiffany-Lynn Osbun

Nicknames: Tffy-Lynn, Tiff, Tifferz, Ozzy, I-lo, Pebbles
Ambition: To become a successful defensive lawyer
Secret Ambition: To prove I can do you things you all thought I can't
THNAXYOUCLASSOF2008
MAINLY CGCITDMPEGLB
YOU GUYS HAVE HELPED ME
THEMOST MY FAMILY DC. MO DO GO ILU ALL CONGRATS
GRADUATES

Good luck c/o 08...see you in the real world!
Timothy Hyun-Chul Paek
Ambition: I want to be the best cellist in the world.
Secret Ambition: I want to marry Jessica Alba. The past 3 yrs at PV made me realize how precious life is and I would like to thank my friends and family.

Ambition: To be a successful optometrist.
Secret Ambition: To live in Cinderella's castle! The past 4 years have been amazing thanks to all my family and friends. PVFH BANGIN!
CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 2008!

Young Jin Park
Nicknames: Jin, Hasian
Ambition: To excel in everything I set my mind to.
Secret Ambition: Lauren knows... Thanks mom, dad, & oppa. Love you so much. My friends are awesome-thanks for all the great times and even better memories. t.g.f.e. PVFH-bangin <3 Good Luck Class of 08

Eva Patel
Ambition: To be a speech teacher.
Secret Ambition: To have a number 1 song on the top charts.
TY MOM & DAD TY "D" TY TO MY FAMILY & FRIENDS AD.AW.SM+CREW SMM ILUGIRLS RULOVEYOU<3 WXV GOOD LUCK CLASS OF 2008 NO REGRETS~)

Tony Anne Pareja
Nicknames: Tonny, Peege
Ambition: To be successful in life.
Secret Ambition: To be young FOREVER and to do it all again! crazy times w/ my gitiz, BLCDKRSTTOGE, much love 2 my boys. Mom,Dad,thanks 4 everything ilu seniors88! LIVERUP! SWISS

Jessica Ann Paventa
Nickname: Jess
Ambition: To be a special ed/speech teacher.
Secret Ambition: To have a number 1 song on the top charts.
TY MOM & DAD TY "D" TY TO MY FAMILY & FRIENDS AD.AW.SM+CREW SMM ILUGIRLS RULOVEYOU<3 WXV GOOD LUCK CLASS OF 2008 NO REGRETS~)

Victoria J. Pavelchak
Nickname: Vickie
Ambition: To be successful.
Secret Ambition: To hang out with Steve-O.
"Don't go where the path may lead; go instead where there is no path and leave a trail." It's been real PV.

Secret Ambition: To have a number 1 song on the top charts.
TY MOM & DAD TY "D" TY TO MY FAMILY & FRIENDS AD.AW.SM+CREW SMM ILUGIRLS RULOVEYOU<3 WXV GOOD LUCK CLASS OF 2008 NO REGRETS~)
Mary Peer

Nicknames: Pepe, Pep
Ambition: To become a Firefighter or a Sheriff's Officer.
I had a lot of fun during high school, I am going to miss all of the friends I have made over the years.

John Pepe

Luisanna Peralta

Dennis Perez

Miguel Perez
Selina Perez

Nickname: Selly
Ambition: work at Australia Zoo.
Secret Ambition: Peace in the Middle East. sick 4yr.MDMD7insane-SH RB KH CC AM JD 53KC2 “senior08 do it up big” thnx2mom&Danielle. no regrets! ONlove IMRU?

Marcella Perrotta

Nicknames: Machy, Chella, Pooch Bear, Matches
Ambition: Own my own Spa.
Secret Ambition: Own a club.
The time we spent 2gether will live in my memories 4 ever,<3 my girls kk mh as cmc: tki goodbye PV. HELLO real world »P

Nicholas Pettorini

Nickname: Nicky P
Ambition: Own a restaurant.
Secret Ambition: To be a rockstar.
VERRR what's up dudes!
RBGCFAYRPMA
GoodtimesPV
shoutoutstoevery1missed
Thanks to all my Friends and Family Latter

Ian Phillips

Nickname: Fat Man Love
Ambition: To become a computer graphic designer.
Secret Ambition: To become "The Hunter".
Thanks for nothing. If there's only one thing I've learned in High School it's to Let Your Dim Light Shine. I heart MM.

Matthew D. Picarelli

Nicknames: Matt, Matty, Matteo, Pic
Ambition: To start my own business and be happy with my wife and two kids.
Secret Ambition: To spill an atom.
I'll never 4get PV Friends: RD SL JM KR DD NR JN SC VP SF BBALLTEAMStoteChamps07 Thanks Mom Dad & Ant CONGRATS & GOOD LUCK Class of 08.

Hunter H.T. Pinkney

Nickname: Musical Prodigy
Ambition: To Become a popular Music Producer.
Secret Ambition: To become a Billionaire.
I had a great time at PV. I met some wonderful people, and I'm going to miss the good times, hopefully we'll still hang out.
Jessica Nicole Pisano
Nickname: Jess
Ambition: Professor
Secret Ambition: To own a NFL team.
Var Cheer07, Cruise 05 w/ AD, Girls Show, Liv's House; dances; the guys/girls: OP, KS, AA; mum, dad, sibs I love you; Seniors DB!

Maddelena Sarina Piscitelli
Nickname: Maddy, Max, Luke the Puker
Ambition: Gynecologist/Obstetrician.
Secret Ambition: College Professor.
"If it makes you happy, it can't be that bad." Thanks Mom & other Family. I Miss you Grandpa. I Love My Kimbaryl xoxo

Vincent James Plateroti Jr.
Nicknames: Vinny, Vin
Ambition: To live a happy, successful, and wonderful life.
Secret Ambition: To manage the Red Sox. It's crazy to think it's all over! Thanks to my family, teachers, and friends for all your love and support! Keep the Faith.

Melissa Porter
Nicknames: Duckie M, Msmu, Liss, Missa, MelMel, Sponge
Ambition: To work with animals.
Secret Ambition: To save Princess Zelda. To the nights I'll never remember with the friends I'll never forget. To the Class of '08, It's been awesome!

Brent Post
Nicknames: Post, Posty
Ambition: Union Electrician & Paid Firefighter.
Secret Ambition: To own my own Electrical Union. Good luck 2 the Class of 08 best of luck 2 M2SCMRCP2ASSKMSSSASA COROVRUEPCD and anyone I forgot Wave a good future GL.

Olivea Potenzone
Nicknames: Liv, Ollv
Ambition: To always believe in myself.
Secret Ambition: To be a dancer on Dancing with the stars. White Dance Head 07-08. TY Mom & Dad + Ali LUV. My friends thanks for the memories, that will last a lifetime. You guys are the greatest. I<3. Good Luck and Congrats Class of 08!
Michael Potoczak

Nickname: Poto
Ambition: To become a successful businessman.
Secret Ambition: To have a loving family. Congrats Class of 08. Good luck God Bless.

Rohit Prasad

Nickname: Ro, Road Kill
Ambition: To start up a logging company or blast rocket ships into space.
Secret Ambition: To find out what Britney's kid did to deserve such a bad fate.

Megan Marie Protze

Nicknames: Meg, Protze
Ambition: Live life to the fullest.
"Live forever or die in the attempt." - Joseph Heller

Hina Qureshi

Bhavik Raval

Angel Real
Kevin Garrett Reilly

Nicknames: Kev, Kevlar
Secret Ambition: To invent something with Drmo and become famous. Great times during the past 4 years. Thank you mom & dad and my friends.

Kathleen Marie Revilla

Nicknames: Kat, KittyKat, KikiKat
Ambition: To be a pediatrician.
Secret Ambition: To try every type of cookie in the world. These past 4 yrs have been crazy! Smiles, laughter and tears. Its over! We made it! Much love and good luck class of 2008!

Lauren E. Reynolds

Nicknames: Lore, Lorelle, Risa
Ambition: To own a stable and train horses.
Secret Ambition: To join forces with julia and save the world from Godzilla. To friends and family: Love you guys always. Never forget the memories - "We do not remember days. We remember moments."

Kaitlyn Rich

Nicknames: Katie
Secret Ambition: Ice Skating Coach. It's been a great 4 yrs in high school. Thank you family and friends for making it so much fun. Good Luck Class of 2008.

Manuel Gustavo Rivas

Nicknames: Manny, Manny Fresh
Ambition: To become a successful architect.
Secret Ambition: To move as far away from New Jersey. I had a lot of fun spending time with new friends from high school and friends from kindergarten.

Brenda Rivera

Ambition: To never take life too seriously.
Secret Ambition: To look back on my life and have no regrets. These 4 years have gone by so fast. I've had so many laughs and good times. Thanks to everyone for all the memories.
Elaine Rivera
Nicknames: Little brown girl,
Brownie, Lainers
Ambition: To live out my
secret ambition.
Secret Ambition: It's a
secret...
New Orleans Disney Porticia
JC: Amazing! To my Family!
Love You. To my Bestests:
where will our next
adventure take us?

Kayla Robinson
Nicknames: Killah, Krock, Kla
Ambition: Be a famous
hairdresser in NYC & marry
Rocco Romano :)
Secret Ambition: Be one of
Lil Wayne's Alphabet Girls.
I had an amazing 4yrs-I wna
think my mom wda
4get yr SB05.MDWO6-
06.LOVE-beans*mybest.lo.S3KIC2.gxtR
R*Seniors08

Nicholas Roman
Nickname: Roman
Ambition: Defense attorney
(Gawesw)
Secret Ambition: To be the
next Johnny Cochrane.
Shouts to my peeps. It's been
fun, but Im glad its over. so
many memories: XC, track
and all the crazy

Rocco John Romano
Nicknames: Roc a.k.a. Slim
Shady
Ambition: Special agent
Secret Ambition: To be the
next Eminem.
It's not about the cards your
dealt, its how you play the
game...shout out to all my
people Its been great
good luck out PV.

Jason Roberts
Ambition: Reach my goals in
life.
Secret Ambition: Fight for
peoples' rights.

Julia Rodriguez
Nicknames: JuJu Bee, Julia-
chan, Jules
Ambition: To live a
memorable life.
Secret Ambition: To join
forces with Lorraine and save
the world from Godzilla
"Life is either a daring
adventure or nothing." -
Helen Keller.
Amelia Marie Rotondo

Nickname: Molly, Moose, The Mollster
Ambition: To be a Forensic Investigator
Secret Ambition: To meet Jerry Seinfeld
Thanks: pancakes at DA's J WDW with SE and BR; Halloween, freshman gym, board games, waiting for SB
music theory crew

Nickname: Malty Moose
Ambition: To be a Forensic Investigator
Secret Ambition: To meet Jerry Seinfeld
Thanks: pancakes at DA’s J WDW with SE and BR; Halloween, freshman gym, board games, waiting for SB
music theory crew

Lauren Ann Sagnella

Nickname: Sassy
Ambition: To travel the world
Secret Ambition: Ashley knows... group photos, twin summer 2007 snowboarding
love the arts! special thanks to my family, I love you... no regrets! I got ya!

Secret Ambition: Ashley knows... group photos, twin summer 2007 snowboarding
love the arts! special thanks to my family, I love you... no regrets! I got ya!

Bryan Saldarriaga

Nickname: Kate
Ambition: To be successful in whatever I do...
Secret Ambition: To be a Disney Princess
Much love to my family & friends. Thanks for everything. BD-3 GChead 07/08. “Let the good times roll...”

Jade M. Ruiz

Nickname: Jada, Jada
Ambition: To become a lawyer
Secret Ambition: To be a scottie in a world of M&Ms
Thanks PV 4 the best friends & memories I take w/ me. Good Luck 08 & stay true! Love ya!
As: KKKV, MH, MP, NV, AM, JA.

Giuliana Salazar

Nickname: Guly
Ambition: Dea Doctor, have my Ipa
Secret Ambition: Be a rich woman. Go around the world.
Quiero agradecer a mis padres por todo lo que han hecho por mi. Amo a mis chicas! ELVASOC!

Kotlyn Nicole Salomone

Ambition: To be successful in whatever I do...
Secret Ambition: To be a Disney Princess.
Much love to my family & friends. Thanks for everything! BD-3 GChead 07/08. “Let the good times roll...”

Katlyn Nicole Salomone

Nickname: Kate
Ambition: To be successful in whatever I do...
Secret Ambition: To be a Disney Princess.
Much love to my family & friends. Thanks for everything! BD-3 GChead 07/08. “Let the good times roll...”
Armani San Martin

Nicknames: Cheeks, Santee, Kay
Ambition: To teach children something they'll always remember.
Secret Ambition: To have a food dish or drink named after me. Thanks for naming KG, JP, SM, AD, AW, JP, SG+. Amazing 4 years. I love you! Thanks mom, dad, kyle3GLClass08

Kristyn Santee

Mona Sauter

Nicknames: Chee, Sor
Ambition: To teach children how to read
Secret Ambition: To have a food dish named after me. Thanks for naming KG, JP, SM, AD, AW, JP, SG+. Amazing 4 years. I love you! Thanks mom, dad, kyle3GLClass08

Ronald Joseph Sausa

Student Ambition: To live without a worry.

Ignatius Scalia

Brittney Rae Scheuerman

Nickname: Brit
Ambition: I'd like to become a criminal psychologist & a crime scene investigator.
Secret Ambition: To not become a psycho while studying criminal psychology.
Thank you Mom for everything! My Best friends so many years! I love you Carlos! GOOD LUCK CLASS OF 2008!
Nicole Schmidt

Nicknames: Schmidty, Schmldty, hrnldten
Ambition: To own my own business.
Secret Ambition: To be the voice behind a Disney Character. 2 my bestest LU all n our good times DisneyJsyCtyNewOrleans n 2 DadHenry thnx 4 always bailing me out a trouble

Brett Lucas Schreck

Nicknames: "B" Schreck, Shnook
Ambition: To be a billionaire!
Secret Ambition: To own a monopoly.
Frosh-sen.MadMems: DTS6MDW05-06=BANGIN-oborrowned:JESS ILOVEu 21407ALWAYSw/me! Ma Da Big/LilBro LOVE2uThnx4AlwaysBeinTher

Jonathan Sessa

Nickname: Sess
Ambition: Become a C.P.A.
P• FOOTBALL 05-08 #50 CAPTAINS JN W DA AL JS SF

Usman Shah

Nicknames: Uzi, Usi, Ush, Us, Uzman
Ambition: To become a doctor.
Secret Ambition: Play in the NBA. These past 4 years have been great. Thanks Mom and Dad 4 everything. I wish the best to all my friends (m3p)

Ahabab Shahid

Joseph C. Shamey

Nickname: Shamey
Ambition: State trooper.
Secret Ambition: It's a secret. All the good times Football memorial Day weakened and Spring Break Being with CB BW WD BS BM I Love You Mom and Dad.
Julie L. Shebroe

Nicknames: Jules, Shebroe
Ambition: To own a house by the sea.
Secret Ambition: To start what I finish and finish what I start.
Thanks Mom for everything gr8 mmrs KNEJuumBBSSSSO &
every1 else you made me gr8 times xoxoxo out PV
its been good!!

Adam Skurat

Ambition: To gain some sort of success, and be able to do it my way.
Secret Ambition: To own an MLB franchise.
Wow! Four years have gone by so quickly. Thanks to those that made them memorable.

Michelle Smith

Nicknames: Mich, Meesh, Alfredo
Ambition: To make my life as beautiful as possible.
Secret Ambition: To be like a BOSS.
They only want you when you're seventeen. When you're twenty-one, you're no fun. To my friends - LULI Keep it real.

Nicholas Siciliano

Nickname: Sis
Ambition: Graduate college and be successful.
Secret Ambition: Play college level Lacrosse.
A man is never finished when he is defeated. He is finished when he quits.

Terri Lynn Smith

Nickname: Tee
Much love to CJ NT AS JF EC and many more good luck next year and remember the crazy times LOVE YOU ALL.

Maggie Smith

Nicknames: Mag, Margaret Ann
Ambition: To be happy and successful.
Secret Ambition: To find a home with Nicole and Lauren.
C/O 08 naver cheer&WX NW&L Craiyay the 850- the bestest way from weagrnted love & thanks to my fam 10/05 pce loves.
Meghan Michelle Eng Soohoo

Nickname: Meg
Ambition: To be successful.
Secret Ambition: To be a nurse.
Congrats to class of 08
Good Luck everyone! Shutout to all my friends
Have fun and be safe.

Sean Sotelo

Ambition: To be remembered.
Secret Ambition: To be an amazing free runner with Onur.
Its been a good 4 years I wanna give a shoutout to DMMGFFMPXMP and to the rest of my friends.

Stephanie D. Strippoli

Nicknames: Strip
Ambition: To own a hair salon.
Secret Ambition: To get it poppin' with Chris Brown.
Craziest 4yrs of my life w/the best of friends: 108&G&D.Nvr 4get MDW,SpngBK,FrostYr& 6176U-Thnx 2my TamlSeniors 08YaB1gg

Angela Soria

Nickname: Ange, Ange Pangle, Chinta
Ambition: To someday beome a partner in a well established low firm
Secret Ambition: To marry Mickey Mouse and live in Disney Land.
Quiero dedicar esto a mis padres porque sin su apoyo, ayuda y amor yo no hubiera podido graduarme Good memz w/my ladies

Cristina Straface

Nickname: Strafoch
Ambition: To always follow your dreams.
Secret Ambition: To be a dancer in Sean Paul's music video.
I want to say thanks to my Family & Friends! PV Girls soccer ilu all. Congrats to the class of 2008.

Jonathan Suriano
Graduates

Natalie Tanksi
Nickname: Nat, Nizzie, Wifeyz
Ambition: To be a nurse. ANY Poolit JF FE CC 2/12 thanks to all my friends and family. I love you all! Good luck to the class of 2008!

Dana R. Tillson
Nickname: Day
Ambition: To become successful.
Secret Ambition: To live in Hawaii.
I want 2 give a special thnik 2 my parents 4 bein there 4 me I couldn't of done it w/o u's. Gar, & Stef lugsmit xoxo

Thomas J. Tiscia
Nicknames: T.J., Bub, T-Jeh, Tom
Ambition: Graphic Designer. Will Miss All My Friends. I Want ToThankThemAndMyFamily ForTheirSupport. Anden Jay NickSammKateBugDadMom SuzieYOUCOCK...Cut It!

Vincent Tomasello
Nicknames: Vin, Vinnie
Ambition: To graduate high school
Secret Ambition: To fight Perkins.
Woohoo I passed! Thanks Mom Dad Nicole And my friends NM, JA, KM, SC, ME, DD, FA, KF, FC, BG, FE, JM, AM, DM, DP, EZ, MM, SS, And MPI!!

Sasha Marie Toro
Nicknames: Sashe, backpack, mc phone
Ambition: To be a college graduate with a masters in musical theatre and to be a well known actress and singer.
Life isn't about defining who you are, its about creating who you want to be.

Shaylyn Torres
Melanie Nicole Tremonte
Nicknames: Mel, Melly Belly, Tremonts
Ambition: To become a high school math teacher.
Secret Ambition: To meet Howard the Duck. So many memories. Ill never forget soccer. Live each day with a laugh & keep on smiling. Good luck '08...we did it!

Andrew Twan
Nickname: Twan
Ambition: To become a millionaire.
Secret Ambition: To find the cure for cancer. Good Luck to everyone. Hope you succeed in college.
High school has been great.
Class of 2008

Kiana Valenzuela
Ambition: To become a successful accountant.
Secret Ambition: To witness a miracle.
THANKS MOM N DAD 4 ALL UR SUPPORT. SHOUT OUT TO ALL MY GIRLS. KRISTLE AKA (SISTER) AS JR R=N=N'BABY! LUV U 11/16/06

Jaclyn Troast

Shana Valentin
Nickname: Shaynon!
Ambition: To make money honey!
Secret Ambition: I can't tell you its a secret shhh! Believe in yourself and go where ever your dreams may take you. Im out pec!

Lauren Vanderkooy
Nickname: Sunshine, Laur
Ambition: Crime Scene Investigator/Forensic Researcher.
Secret Ambition: To open my own tanning salon.
Good times these past 4yrs. Never forget all the memories! To all my loves (aknc) in Life live, laugh, love! Good luck class 08.
Kevin VanderMeulen

Ambition: To build a time machine.
Secret Ambition: Rebekka Brown

It's all been done & it's all been said we're the coolest kids & we take what we can get (out of this town) souls t.g.f.e.

Dayle VanEss

Ambition: To start a time machine.
Secret Ambition: Cari Brown

It's all been done & it's all been said we're the coolest kids & we take what we can get (out of this town) souls t.g.f.e.

Alyssa Vasquez

Ambition: To accomplish all my goals in life.
Secret Ambition: To find out what SSO means.

My friends couldn't have done it w/o you PVPH were BANGIN' my family I can't thank you enough congrats c/o 2008.

Giuseppe Verde

Nicknames: Joe Verde, Verdi, Verdman, Verde, V-man, Jones

Ambition: Successful businessman w/ a happy family.
Secret Ambition: Marry the Miami Dolphins. I'd like 2 thank my family 4 their support. Soccer/Divas. Volleyball/Dyers. Good times with the GROUP. Best of luck 2 every1.

Joseph Wassel II

Nicknames: Joe, Joey, Wass, Wassel, J.W., Dubbs, JW

Ambition: To play football at the college level & to end up successful & happy in life.
Secret Ambition: To have a vacation home on the moon.

GreexCraft, tmUSBMSGCA BULLFEG,CouleCSt Cristy, J.F.E.BSC KSLCAGSportsChamps Summer WWP Party CH1sttimes MoaMermezSeniorS08Never4get
Daniel Webb

Ambition: To stay close to those who matter the most. Secret Ambition: To find a home with Maggie & Lauren past 4yrs-unforgettable!! Cheer&WV4yr M$&LC-thru it all BFF&lu 5SO/AV-crazy times xo Fly-4&baby=x3 Mom&DadDon&LU GLC/08 pce out =)

Perkins W. Webster III

Nickname: Perk, Perky, PWeb
Ambition: To stay positive no matter what.
Secret Ambition: To be successful in life.
Congrats to the Class of '08. Good luck to everyone. Thanks to all who gave me four awesome years in high school.

Julian Williams

Ambition: To be a vet.
Secret Ambition: To go to the moon.
Big thanks to my parents and teachers and especially friends who were there through all of it. Good luck! We're out!

Nicole Marie Webb

Ambition: To stay positive no matter what. Secret Ambition: To find a home with Maggie & Lauren past 4yrs-unforgettable!! Cheer&WV4yr M$&LC-thru it all BFF&lu 5SO/AV-crazy times xo Fly-4&baby=x3 Mom&DadDon&LU GLC/08 pce out =)

Ashley Suzanne Wellema

Nickname: Ash
Ambition: To design my own line of clothing.
Secret Ambition: If I told you it wouldn't be a secret...
Thanks for everything Mom, Dad & Eddie. I love you! FriendsE - SM, JP, AD, KS & crew. White Chief 2008, WVII, 4 years cheering, high school was awesome. I'll miss everyone, good luck class of 2008!!

Matthew John Zaleski

Nicknames: "Z"
Ambition: To Have My Own Business.
Secret Ambition: To Play in the NHL.
Great times AZ KL, NS DD LC VP JW TK AB JV AW 4yrsvarsity Hockey capt. Soccer Lacrosse Thn Mom Dad 4everything
Valeria Zegarra

Nicknames: Val, Vale
Ambition: To become a child psychologist.
Secret Ambition: It's a secret!
I want to thank my parents for all their love and support. Also to my friends, I will miss you! Good luck to everyone! UXMI

Brian Navarro

Amanda Abushamma
Sandy Agamy
Ahraf Bitar
William Cespedes
Andrew Christopher
Joseph DiSomma
Darren Dunkerley
Tarek Elshayeb
Ariel Figueroa
Renee Isku
Anthony Jiminez
Hee Yeon Jung
Mohammed Kabir

Courtney Zunin

Nicknames: Court, Zooer
Ambition: To become a Dentist.
Secret Ambition: To "CRANK DAT" harder than soujia boy ever will. YUELLLIII!
CRAZY TIMES W MYGRLZ
UKWUR CASSBFAL SB07NUTS
FR03SHT4G NONSTOP PARTYN
WVYBABY MOMDADI LUTHNAMEVERYTHI
N SENOR908BUVETUPXO

Wilfredo Perez

Nicknames: Will, Andy, Mr. 609
Ambition: Businessman.

Richard Knolmayer
Shaikh Raza Mahmood
Matthew McNicholas
Patricio Molina
Daniela Moncada
Nejat Nehan
Dustin Osbun
Joseph Poli
Dinorah Ramirez
Michael Rivera
Nicholas Rojas
Nina Vincent
Matthew Vitale
Joseph Vitale

Also Graduating...
FAMILY FEUD
CLASS POLLS

Best Looking

1ST - Matt Zaleski & Jackie Arsheed
2ND - Joe Liscio & Courtney Zunin
3RD - Chris Greco & Jenna Digilio

Best Performer

1ST - Mike Gencarelli & Lauren Sagnella
2ND - Danny Addice & Nikkii Mitchell
3RD - Patricio Molina

Class Cutie

1ST - Rebekka Brown & Bill Grotz
2ND - Domenick DeMusso & Ashley Wellema
3RD - Chris Greco & Steph Canova

Million Dollar Smile

1ST - Danny Alcala & Ashley Menda
2ND - Julian Williams & Alexis DePasquale
3RD - Joe Liscio & Cassie Lira
CLASS POLLS

Typical Valley

1st - Lauren Criscione & Ricky Dellanno
2nd - Joe Wassel & Sam DeCeglie
3rd - Colin McNeill & Gina Filiaci

Most Infectious Laugh

1st - Joe Liscio & Stephanie Maguire
2nd - Nick Sicilano & Rebecka Brown
3rd - Colin McNeill & Krysta Frikkers

Most Likely to Succeed

1st - Alyssa Coiro & Sushanth Bhaskarabhatla
2nd - Ed Lee & Rebecka Brown
3rd - Ron Salsa & Rebecca Fellman

Nicest Eyes

1st - Rocco Romano & Christy Caroselli
2nd - Julian Williams & Stef Matano
3rd - Dave Narciso & Rachel Bianco/
Rebecca Dubowchik
CLASS POLLS

High School Sweethearts

1st - Jimmy Niland & Jenna Digilio
2nd - Ariel Casciano & Pete Kibelka
3rd - Jess Matthaei & Brett Schreck

Most Artistic

1st - Hasan Munem & Sierra Lavoy
2nd - Frank Antonucci & Dana Bosco
3rd - Sara Nagy

Most Original

1st - Ian Phillips & Krysta Frikkers
2nd - Sam Cathcart & Kourtney Krygsman
3rd - Tim Paek & Sierra Lavoy

Most Changed Since Freshman Year

1st - Cait DeBlasio & Joe Mourad
2nd - Frank Antonucci & Sara Nagy
3rd - Matt McNicholas & Kenda Hammam
CLASS POLLS

MOST LIKELY TO BE FAMOUS

1ST - MIKE GENCARELLI & LAUREN SAGNELLA
2ND - JOE LISCIO & JESSICA PAVENTA
3RD - JOE WASSEL & SASHA TOTO

MOST FASHIONABLE

1ST - JACKIE ARSHEED & MIKE ARDIS
2ND - DAVE NARCISO & ASHLEY WELLEMA
3RD - DOM DEMUSSO & NAFEN BACHKHAZ

MOST TALKATIVE

1ST - WILL CESPEDES & KIANA VALENZUELA
2ND - RICKY DELLAANO & JACKIE FRISCIA
3RD - COLIN McNEILL & KAYLA ROBINSON

CLASS COMEDIANS

1ST - RAUL GOMEZ & TONI ANNE PAREJA
2ND - SHANE LEBIEDZ & SELINA PEREZ
3RD - COLIN McNEILL & NICOLE WEBB
CLASS POLLS

Personality Plus
1st - Ricky Dellaano & Bekka Brown
2nd - Vinny Plateroti & Lauren Criscione
3rd - Sam Cathcart & Oliva Potenzoni

Class Flirt
1st - Nikii Mitchell & Will Cespedes
2nd - Julian Williams & Amanda Markovski
3rd - Shane Lebeidz & Katie Lyubkivska

Best Companion on a Desert Island
1st - Mahmoud Erekat & Lauren Criscione
2nd - Colin McNeeill & Julie Shebroe
3rd - Joe Lisco & Taylor Ordnez

Class inseparables CO-ED
1st - Nick Roman & Jackie LeQueux
2nd - Ashley Fornino & Matt McNicholas
3rd - Rebekka Brown & Vinny Plateroti
CLASS POLLS

CLASS INSEPARABLE - BOYS

1ST - COLIN McNEILL & SAM CATHCART

2ND - DOM DeMUSSO & KEVIN REILLY

3RD - JOE WASEL & CHRIS GRECO

CLASS INSEPARABLE - GIRLS

1ST - SELINA PEREZ & SHANNON HALE

2ND - GINA FILIACI & STEF MATANO

3RD - NICOLE WEBB, MAGGIE SMITH & LAUREN CRISCIONE

Class of 2008
Top Ten

Alyssa Coiro
Ronald Sausa
Jennifer Gesualdi
Rebecca Fellman
Nicole Mantione
All rankings are based upon June 2007 GPAs. Students appear in random order.
Top Ten

Sushanth Bhaskarabhatla

Daniel Addice

Rebekka Brown

Samantha DeCeglie

Richard Dellanno
Erin Jensen
Vincent Plateroti
Gina Filiaci
Katherine Herman
Rebecca Leonardo

Most Involved
This list is in random order, based on activity points calculated in June 2007.
Juniors
Class of 2009

Class Officers (left to right):
Frank Giardina (Vice-President), Mia Castiglione (Secretary), Patrick Fierro (President), Kelly Krautheim (Historian), Michael Guerriero (Treasurer)

Student Senate Representatives (left to right):
Lindsay Cosgrave, Angela Strignile, Jessica Yuppa, Kathryn Yoder, Lindsay Braen

Student Senate Officers (left to right):
George Juzdan (President), Rocco Saputo (Treasurer), Stephanie Niland (Vice-President), Sadaf Shakarkhand (Secretary)

Class Advisor: Corine Czepiel

Class Advisor: Kristen Casale
Stephanie Niland
Brendan Novak
Stephanie O'Neil
Denise Ortega
Adrian Pacheco
Michelle Pallino

Joseph Palegrecio
John Pasquariello
Rebecca Pasos
Ryan Passos
Xavier Pemberton
Anthony Petronaci
Ashley Petullo

Brian Piccirillo
Michelle Pier
Trevor Pierri
John Platt
Nicholas Polanco
Samantha Polizzi

Michelle Porucznik
Andrea Potenzone
Courtney Pridmore
Nicole Puluse
Rodrigo Quezada
Rocco Rada

Magdalize Ramirez
Sara Rappa
Justin Rattino
Katherine Rayo
Raquel Regalado
Allison Reilly

Joseph Reisman
Miriana Repic
Vincent Recinetti
Alberto Reyes
John Reyes
Aaron Richardson

Alisa Ridgell
Patrick Riley
Reanna Rillo
Jenai Rios
Christopher Rodriguez
Krystle Rodriguez

No Photo Available
So·phonyes
Class of 2010

Class Officers (left to right): Danielle Dellanno (Historian), Nicole Niland (Secretary), Matthew Coiro (President), Samantha Dorsey (Treasurer), Nina Costa (Vice-President)

Student Senate (left to right): Kimberly Galbraith, Megan Worrall, Tanka Vasilev, Rae Ann Ebarita, Veronica Barone

Class Advisor: Jeffrey Wojcik

Class Advisor: Daria Luchejko
Patrick Corbo  
Nina Costa  
Santino Costa  
Kathlyn Cousins  
Frank Crocco  
Megan Crosby  
Aaron Cruz

Amando Cruz  
Jonathan Cruz  
Ricardo Cruz  
Anthony D’Astolfo  
Gina D’Astolfo  
Lawrence D’Astolfo  
Kenneth Dahdah

John Dantoni  
Miles Davis  
Joseph DeCesare  
Jami DeGrote  
Danielle Dellanno  
Carmen Delpercio  
Adriana Deluca

Joseph Dernoe  
Kevin Demosthenes  
Mark Depasquale  
Jaclyn Destefano  
Rachel Devenio  
Matthew Diblendetto  
Marc Digiamo

Samantha-Jo Dilkes  
Alexandra Diluccia  
Anthony Disanti  
Stephanie Domuracki  
Courtney Donovan  
Samantha Dorsey  
Ryan Dunphy

Glenn Durocher  
Roe Ann Ebarita  
Taylor Eldridge  
Natalia Escobar  
Christine Fallaha  
Chelsea Falone  
Nicole Farhoud

Glenn Fellman  
Guiseppe Ferrante  
Megan Figueroa  
Justin Fisher  
John Flannery  
Corryn Fojut  
Nicholas Fontanella

Michelle Forino  
Jami Foster  
Veronica Freitag  
Daniel Fricia  
James Galanoough  
Kimberly Galbraith  
Tatiana Gallego
Four Years of

MEMORIES

that are still in the making.

2009 - 2010 - 2011
Freshman Class of 2011

Class Officers (left to right): Julie Mossey (Treasurer), Alexa Mosca (Vice-President), Jillian Najjar (President), Daniela Gloor (Historian), Ayse Selman (Secretary), Daniel Gianduso (Vice President)

Student Senate (left to right): Michelle Mattioli, Kimberly Vargas, Blake Schreck, Tiffany Ramirez, Alexis Arena, Sarah Ali

Class Advisor:
Erin McNeill
Dear Members of the Class of 2008:

The world has changed significantly in just the last few years since your arrival at Passaic Valley as ninth graders in September of 2004. The demographic and cultural shifts in our society are requiring us to be more internationally oriented in an effort to compete globally. Currently, India is the largest English-speaking country in the world, soon to be replaced by China. In essence the competition you will face in the future will come from all corners of the world. The economic shifting sands necessitate that our citizens be more flexible, adaptable and more willing to accept change. The United States Department of Labor estimates that members of your class will have 10 to 14 jobs by the time they are 38 years of age. Technological innovations have greatly modified the world of work as we have come to know it and those who are more adaptable will succeed in the future. We trust that you have taken advantage of the opportunities provided for you at PV as we attempted to facilitate your continued growth as a contributing member of society. The academic knowledge you acquired at PV, coupled with the all important soft or people skills have provided you with a solid foundation as you open a new chapter in your life.

On behalf of the Board of Education, administration, faculty and staff, please allow me to congratulate all of the members of the Class of 2008 and wish you health, happiness and continued success.

Remember the Pride in the Green and White!

Respectfully,

Viktor J. Joganow, Ed.D.

Student Senate Representatives: Mary Kane, Richard Dellianno, Young Jin Park.
Michael D'Amico, BA
History

Kathy Daniw, BA
History

Lori Dearini, Attendance Office
Secretary

Thomas Deeney, BA
History

Kathleen Delano, MA
English

Angelo DeSusa, BA
History

Anna Marie Dolce, BA
World Language

Timothy Donnelly, MEd History

Lori Demsey, BA
Art/Business

James Ferretti, MA
Special Education

Jeffrey Francisco, BA
History

Sandra Galdieri, BS
English

Mary Ehret, MA
Child Study Team

Judith DeRosa, MA
English

Raymond Frasche, BA
History

Sandra Galdieri, BS
English

Zuzana Geleta, BA
Consumer Affairs

Billy Goodman, MS
Science

Cheryl Grande, MA
Physical Education

Nancy Heibourg, MA
Mathematics

Michael Gordon, BS
Mathematics

Edward Iobst, MA
Science Department
Head

Darcy Hall, MA
English

Carolyn Ingraham, BA
Art

Joyce Guide, BA
Home Economics

Anna Marie Dolce, BA
World Language

Michael DeLucia, BM
Music

Edward Iobst, MA
Science Department
Head

Suzanne Iobst, PhD
Science

Debra Dross, MS
Athletic Trainer

John Howard, MS
Science
"There will be a large hole, not only in the Special Education Department, but in all of Passaic Valley High School when Ms. Corsini retires this year. During her long tenure at Passaic Valley she has put in countless time to help not only students but also her peers. Ms. Corsini is truly a renaissance woman. Her knowledge of her teaching subjects, art, and computers, far surpass many of us. And she freely and pleasantly dispenses this knowledge when needed to everyone. Ms. Corsini will be missed, but we are all wishing many years of a happy retirement."

-Ms. Agosta

Ms. Laurel Corsini
"Mr. Terzuole is one of the friendliest, caring and unselfish people I have ever worked with. One of Mr. Terzuole's most memorable moments were the Powder Puff games every year with the proceeds benefitting needy, terminally ill children at Christmas. I'm going to miss his early morning greetings, especially him making my coffee every morning."

-Mr. Mazzo
TRACK  MARCHING BAND  SOCCER

VOLLEYBALL
Gymnastics
Field Hockey

BASKETBALL
Bowling
Fencing
Top: Steve Coral, Danny Alcala, Brandon Morocco, Jon Sessa, Joe Liscio
Bottom: Jim Niland, Brett Schreck, Joe Wassel

Head Coach DeSalvo

Jim Niland
Jon Sessa
Joe Liscio
Danny Alcala
Joe Wassel
Leann Erickson

Danny Addice

Danny Addice

Carly Gilfoill

Erin Jensen

Coaches: Mike DeLuca, Charles May, Jonathan Krizel, Catherine Cuglari

Seniors: Erin Jensen, Julieanne DeSalvo, Rebecca Feltman, Carly Gilfoill, Megan Protze, Ashley Mendia, Victoria Pavelchak, Danny Addice, Leann Erickson, John Conti
Lauren Criscione  
Seniors: Katie Maurer, Sara Nagy, Samantha Deciglie, Lauren Criscione, Alexandra Izzo, Jaclynn Lequeux  
Coaches: Lynn Trautz, Bill Robertazzi  
Samantha Deciglie  
We Bust Ours To Kick Yours!
Pride and Commitment

Coaches: Anthony Ottino, Kristen Casale

Seniors: Lauren Reynolds, Ilijana Kalezic

Ilijana Kalezic

Kloudya Molina

Lauren Reynolds
Tradition Speaks for Itself

Seniors: Alyssa Coiro, Rebekka Brown, Eva Patel, Nicole Mantione, Rebecca Leonardo, Rebecca Dubowchik, Tiffany De La Paz, Alysia Vasquez, Young Jin Park, Sierra Lavoy

Captains: Young Jin Park, Rebekka Brown

Coaches: Lori Demsey and Cheryl Grande
League and County Champs!

Captains: Cassie Lira and Jackie Friscia

Coaches: Jenai Agosta and Corine Czepiel

Cassie Lira

Jackie Friscia
Seniors

Captains: Allan Bronkowski & Trevor Krapels

Coaches: Marc Salvatore & Michael Couden

Brian Saldarriaga

Anthony Collucci

Luis Camacho

Ardian Agushi

Marco Caruso
Seniors

Kayla Robinson

Corina Apaza

Christina Straface

Jennifer Gesualdi

Melanie Tremonte

Coaches:
Tom Deeney & Erin McNeill
Coaches: Michael Couden, Marc Salvatore, Erin McNeil
Shane Lebiedz
Captain

Matt Picarelli
Captain

Seniors: Matt Picarelli, Joe Mourad, Shane Lebiedz, Nick Siciliano

Coach: Robert Carcich
Captain: Nick Roman

Coaches: Mr. Cappello, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Tesoriero, Mr. Keating

Seniors: Nick Roman and Eric Martin

Captain: Eric Martin
Seniors:
Daniel DeMaio, Matthew Zaleski,
Steven Coral, Sean Sotelo & Brent Post

Coaches:
Michael Sheehan &
Gary Steele

Matthew Zaleski

Steven Coral

Daniel DeMaio

Brent Post
En Garde!

Seniors: Nicholas Bilynsky, Matthew Devenio, Katherine Herman, Julieanne Desalvo, Tim Dougherty.

Coaches: Jeremy Ross, John Howard

Matthew Devenio Captain

Julieanne Desalvo Captain
Seniors:
Brian Ametrano & Michael Potoczak

Coaches:
Frank Ariola & Cathleen Marquis

Brian Ametrano
Captain

Michael Potoczak
Captain
Not Pictured: Nick Roman, Rebecca Leonardo

Coaches: Pat Keating, Alfred Cappello, Cheryl Grande, William Johnson, & Kyle Daniw

Rebekka Brown
Rebecca Leonardo
Dayle Van Ess
John Ariemma
Hasan Munem
Raising The Bar

Coaches: Anthony Ottino, Daria Luchejko

Seniors: Vincent Plateroti, Kevin Reilly

Vincent Plateroti

Kevin Reilly
Seniors: Sam Deceglie, Stephanie Maguire & Stefanie Dilauri

Coaches: Asst. Coach Erin McNell & Head Coach Christopher Canning

Sam Deceglie
Stefanie Dilauri
Stephanie Maguire
Top: Craig Anderson, Steve Coral, Dan Alcala
Middle: Frank Cassanelli, Joe Appio, Mike Ardis
Bottom: Rocco Romano, Chris Greco, Joe Wassel

Coaches: Vic Mesche, Robert Carcich, John Mazza (head), John Pelosi, and Sean Brock
Seniors: Giuseppe Verde, Allan Bronkowski, Colin McNeill, Ardi Agushi, Trevor Krapels

Coaches: Bill Robertazzi, Tom Deeney

Captain Colin McNeill
Dan DeMaio

Coach: Mr. D'Amico

Top: Matt Zaleski, Nick Siciliano, Julian Williams, Steve Ciriaco, Ramone Arshad
Bottom: Dan DeMaio, Eric Martin, Matt Devinio, Luis Camacho, Scott Fusco, & Joe Costanzo

Alan Bogoevski

Nick Siciliano

Matt Zaleski
Chess Club
President - Alex Beebe
Vice President - Nick Bilynsky
Treasurer - Chris Sowa
Secretary - Mike Crapella

Heroes & Cool Kids

French Club
President - Megan Protze
Vice President - Alex Beebe
Treasurer - Katie Anderson
Secretary - Melanie Tolomeo

Gamers Club
President - Dave Deleon
Vice President - Joe Spinner
Treasurer - Ricky Avendano
Secretary - Tom Cusano

Literary Club
President - Carly Gilfoil
Steering Committee - Rebecca Fellman, Sushanth Bhaskarabhatla, Melanie Tolomeo, Diana Swetlitschny, Sadal Shakarkhand, Michelle Cando, & Taylor Eldridge

Cosmetology Club
President - Jenna Digilio
Vice President - Jessica Mattheai
Treasurer - Christy Caroselli & Stephanie Canova
Secretary - Chelsea Lewis
E.R.A.S.E.
Co-Presidents - Molly Rotondo & Ron Sausa
Treasurer - Erin Jensen
Secretary - Joey Cremona

Physics Club
President - Susanth Bhaskarabhatla
& Edward Lee
Vice President - Katie Herman
Secretary - Carly Gilfoil

Drama Club
Board of Directors - Danny Addice, Mike Gencarelli,
Alli Gibbons, & Lauren Sagnella

FBLA
Presidents - Jackie Arsheed & Sadaf Shekarkhand
Secretary - Kloudya Molina
Event Coordinator - Marissa Levash

French World
Language Honors Society

Vocal Ensemble
Key Club
President - Melanie Tremonte
Vice President - Julie Shebroe
Treasurer - Olivia Potenzone
Secretary - Sadaf Sherharkhand
Editor - Jackie Friscia

Academic Team

Animal Club
President - Lindsey Naples
Vice President - Samantha Slater
Treasurer - Ramon Pena
Secretary - Torin Mallamaci

Film Club

Art Club
President - Rebecca Fellman
Vice President - Carly Gilfoil
Treasurer - Ashley Fornino
Secretary - Krista Karjalainen

Spanish Club
President - Jackie Friscia
Vice President - Joseph Cremona
Treasurer - Kelly Krautheim
Secretary - Mei Cruz
Italian Honor Society

Student Senate Club
President - George Juzdan
Vice President - Stephanie Niland
Treasurer - Rocco Saputo
Corresponding Secretary - Olivia Potenzone
Recording Secretary - Sadaf Shekarkhand
Representatives to the Board - Young Jin Park, Ricky Dellanno, & Mary Kane

HELPING OUT ONE STEP AT A TIME

Interact Club
President - Elizabeth Gloor
Vice President - Kristen Snopperth
Treasurer - Matt Trotto
Secretary - Daniela Gloor
Additional Officer - Phil Sgobba

Environmental Club

Varsity Club
President - Steven Coral
Vice President - Alyssa Coiro
Treasurer - Samantha DeCeglie
Secretary - Jessica Pisano
Snack Stand Supervisor - Michael Potoczak

Student Trainer Club
President - Gerordo Valenzuela
Vice President - Giselle Prego
Treasurer - Rae Ann Eberito
Secretary - Tala Shekarkhand
Joey Morebito
Ski Club
President - Olivea Potenzone
Vice President - Alyssa Coiro
Treasurer - Ricky Dellanno
Secretary - Nicole Mantione
Historian - Lauren Sagnella

Italian Club
President - Olivea Potenzone
Vice President - Alyssa Coiro
Treasurer - Ricky Dellanno
Secretary - Nicole Mantione
Historian - Lauren Sagnella

Spanish World Language Honor Society

Peer Helpers
President - Rebekka Brown & Lauren Criscione
Vice President - Mia Castiglione
Treasurer - Meghan Murray
Secretary - Tala Shekarkhand

Junior Statesmen of America
Council Members - Sushanth Bhaskarabhatla, Kathleen Revilla, & Sadaf Shekarkhand
Treasurer - Ketul Shah
Secretary - Kenda Hammam

Investment Club
A/V - TV Production
President - Matt Wilk
Vice President - Jessica Oldja
Treasurer - Matt Picarelli
Secretary - Ricky Dellanno

PV Websters
President - Scott Fusco
Vice President - Lauren Criscione
& Vinny Plateroti
Treasurer - Ryan Baker
Secretary - Matt Coiro

PV Honor Society
President -cott Fuco
Vice President - Samantha Degilie
Treasurer - Mike Potoczak & John Conti
Seargeant at Arms - Marco Caruso

Minds in Motion

Amnesty International

Criminal Justice Club
President - Scott Fusco
Vice President - Samantha DeCegilie
Treasurers - Mike Potoczak & John Conti
Seargeant at Arms - Marco Caruso
Ping Pong Club

R.E.B.E.L.

National Art Honor Society

Future Educators of America

Future Doctors of America
President - Ed Lee
Vice President - Sushanth Bhaskarabhatla
Treasurer - Louisa Mazza-Hilway
Secretary - Mia Castiglione
Additional Officer - Rebecca Fellman

Science League
Latino Club
President - Lilliana Berrocal
Vice President - Christine Cortez
Treasurer - Derick Diaz
Secretary - Kevin Mendoza

National Honor Society
President - Young-Jin Park
Vice President - Lauren Sagnella
Secretary - Julie Shebroe

Thought Club

Anime Club

Girls' Show

Math League
Seniors

Lauren Sagnella  Micheal Gencarelli

Danny Addice
Winter Concert

Seniors
Valley

Advisor: Mrs. Vasa

Green
Valley Echo

Advisor: Ms. Bednarski
Welcome to the 62nd year of Girls' Show! This program is divided into categories including: Cheer, Exercise, Dance, Relays, Novelties, and Posters, as well as being divided by colors: White and Green. The President, Chiefs, Heads, and participants work extremely hard to strive for perfection! Good Luck to both White and Green teams, and remember to always, "Reach for the Stars."
WHITE POSTER

Reach for...

White Exercise - Gladiators

White Dance - Jersey Boys

White Cheer - T-Birds

Victories: exercise, posters
Green Poster

Green Exercise - Cats

Green Dance - Jailbirds

Green Cheer - Wind Up Dolls

Victories: cheer, dance, relays, novelties
Letters From Home

Johana Actable:
Good luck with all your future endeavors.
Love, Mom & Dad

Danny Addice:
Dear Dan, We're very proud of all you've accomplished in the past 4 years. The plays, band concerts, and especially the "singing". I hope you had fun. I'm sure you'll do great in college! Love, Mom & Dad

Ardiana Adili:
It's amazing how fast you have grown up from our "little" princess to our "beauty" queen! We are very proud of you! Good luck in the future! We know that you'll continue to make us proud! You are a beautiful asset to our family and always brighten our days with your beautiful smile and your constant help and support! Good luck! We love you! Love Always, Mom & Baba

Dear Ardiana, "Dance like nobody's watching, love like you've never been hurt. Sing like nobody's listening; live like it's heaven on earth." URBANE! Your family is proud of you! Congratulations! Love- Aunt Diane

Daniel Salvatore Alcala:
For my son Daniel to be successful and to enjoy every moment of your life. We love you. Love Your Mom, Neil Van Ess, your brother Matthew & sister Nicole

Samantha Amato:
Dear Samantha, It is with so much love and pride that we congratulate you on your high school graduation. You have grown from a little girl with a warm and loving nature to a beautiful young lady with many hopes and dreams for the future. You have accomplished wonderful things, always striving ahead, believing in yourself and what you can do. We love you and admire you today and always. Congratulations! Love, Mom and Dad

Craig Anderson:
Congratulations Craig! Good luck in the future, we love you very much. You have grown into a wonderful man and made us proud! Keep up the good work. Love you, Mom, Megan, and Grandma

Frankie Adriani:
From the day you were born you brought so much happiness into our lives. You have made us proud of you in so many ways. You have such a gift when it comes to caring for animals. May that gift guide you to do whatever makes you happy. May all your dreams come true. We have enjoyed watching you play volleyball these past four years with pride. Go Oscar! Good luck in college! We pray that your life is filled with love, happiness, and good health. Always remember we are always here for you. There's always a place like Home.

Congratulations! We love you with all our hearts. Mom, Dad, Nick, Patrick and Hershley

Adrienne Andriulli:
Dear Adrienne, Wishing you a long life filled with joy, happiness & health. We know you'll be successful in whatever you'll do. Congratulations and best wishes to you.
Love, Mom, Dad & Steven

Erica Lian Appio:
Time has gone by so fast. You have gone from an infant to a wonderful and delightful young lady. We have enjoyed all those special moments with you. It seems like yesterday that I had to carry you out of the car for your first day of high school. I told you to enjoy each day because the four years would fly by. Now that day has come and we are so proud you are graduating. Good luck and best wishes in all you do. Remember look to the sky because there is no limit to what you can achieve. Forever love, Mom, Dad and Christopher

Joseph Appio:
Congratulations on your graduation. We are so proud of you. Enjoy your next four years of college. We know that you can achieve whatever you want in life. Always remember your dreams are your dreams until you make them your reality. Best of health, happiness, and success in the future. Love, Mom, Dad, Melissa & Toniann

Michael Ardis:
What can I say except I can't believe how fast time has gone by. I remember your first day of pre-school at Magic Years as if it was only yesterday. You have made a lot of cherished friends along the way. Keep them close to you. Your childhood friends will always be there for you no matter where life takes you. You have amazed me at how you develop good, lasting, close relationships with family members, friends, peers, teachers and coaches. You have a wonderful personality, are smart, articulate and are an exceptional baseball player. Look forward to your college years and all the new experiences that will bring. Take all of this and go out and do your best so you can have a happy fulfilling life! Love You, Mom

David Y. Awar:
We have seen you grow from a little boy to a loving young man. We are very proud of you and love you very much. May today's success be the beginning of tomorrow's achievements. May God fulfill all your dreams and the rest of your life with unending joy. Love, Dad, Sandy, & Steven

Kerrl Ann Bamond:
To Our Rising Star, Our little girl has turned into a wonderful young lady. Throughout the years you have made us very proud. You've never ceased to amaze us. The road you have chosen will be a successful one. May the years ahead be as fulfilling and rewarding as the years past. Much love, success and happiness be yours. Love you always, Mommy, Daddy, & Ryan

Leanne M. Barbieri:
Dear Leanne, Life holds many adventures and the future is full of new challenges and goals. We know if you stay focused you can have it all. Congratulations! Love, Mom, Dad, & Nikki

Dear Leanne, Grandpa and I are very proud of you. You have grown into a remarkable person. We can never express in words what you mean to us. Develop the qualities we have already seen and we are sure success will follow. May God bless you and all you choose to do in life. Love, Grandma & Grandpa

Ashley Nicole Bardi:
Ashley, you have grown into a beautiful young woman. Continue to reach for the stars. There's nothing you can't do. Congratulations! Love you! -Mom

Sushanth Bhaskarabhatlta:
Dear Sush, Why do you need my advice, big guy? But since you insist, don't stop searching for that big idea that will change the world just because you're in college. Keep up the good work! Love, Sontosh Anna

Rachael Bianco:
Can't believe how fast 4 years came. You are a beautiful girl. We all are proud of you. Keep your values and your goals always and you will be very successful in your life. Love, Mom, Dad, Jessica, Angela

Nicholas Bilynsky:
Dear Nick, Your accomplishments through the years have given us great pride. The goals you have set for yourself were achieved through your hard work and dedication. You have a bright future ahead of you and we know you will be successful. We love you! Love, Mom, and Dad

Allan Bronkowski:
With love and pride we watched you grow into an amazing young man. May the joy you have given us in the past bring you success in the future. We are so proud of the person you have become and all of your accomplishments. We know that with your confidence, dedication and determination you can reach all of your goals. Stay focused and pursue each and every one and all of your dreams will come true. Live life to the fullest extent and always remember that we love and support you with all our hearts. We love you- Daddy, Mommy, & Kristina

Stephanie Canova:
From the day you were born, you have been a treasure, filling my heart with pride, love and joy. You have grown to be a wonderful young woman who is not only beautiful on the outside, but most importantly, beautiful on the inside as well. I am so proud of all your hard work, dedication and accomplishments. Follow your heart and all of your dreams will come true! May God bless you with a lifetime of love, happiness, good health and success. Love you always, Mom
Letters From Home

Christy Carosell:
Wow, you came into the world on a beautiful summer night in 1990 and you'll be going out into the "big world" on another summer night 2008. As you graduate, keep all of the wonderful memories engraved in your heart. Go into your future enjoying the beauty and blessings in all things and in all people. Always be kind, understanding, happy and loving. Live in truth and live with passion as you follow the path that God is paving for you. Keep sharing your beautiful smile and lighting up the world. We all love you and congratulate you on all that you've accomplished. Big hugs of love, Mommy, Daddy, Tiffany, and all of your family xoxox

Frank Cassanelli:
Dear Frankie, Congratulations! This may be the end of high school, but it's really the beginning...You must work hard and stay focused and you will achieve whatever you want in life. Just keep on dreaming and your dream will become reality. We love you very much...Mom, Dad, Michael, Daniela and Cathy

Cynthia Catalino:
I just want you to know that God could not have given me a better gift than you. I am so proud of you and the person you have become. Stay strong and sweet. Love you, Mom

Danielle Marie Cerrato:
We know how difficult these past years have been. You have overcome many obstacles with your hard work & strong determination. We are very proud of you & dad would be too! Love, Mom & Amanda

Alyssa Cairo:
It is hard to put into words how proud we are of you, not because of your many accomplishments, but because you are kind, compassionate, beautiful young lady. As you enter another phase of your life, we look forward to seeing you develop further and will miss you when you are away. Love, Mom, Dad, & Matthew

Anthony Colucci:
13 yrs ago, you walked into pre-k. You were so happy and proud. Its hard to believe how fast time went by. To see you walk at graduation makes us so happy and proud of you. You grew up into this wonderful young man. We love you so much. Follow your dreams and don't give up on whatever path you decide to take. All the best of Luck, Happiness and success. Love, Mom, Dad, & Andrea

Christine Cortez:
Christine: You are one of our biggest gifts life has given us. Today is your graduation and you finish an important stage of your life, and we ask God to watch over you always. We hope that you continue your studies. We will always support you unconditionally. Good bless you now and forever. Love your Parents Evelio and Cristina

Alexa Curcio:
Dear Alexa, Congratulations on all your wonderful accomplishments. We are so proud of you. It seems like yesterday we attended you "Moving Up Ceremony" at Washington Park School. You're a bright young lady with a very successful future ahead of you. Your determination and hard work has certainly paid off. You truly have what it takes to succeed. Your motivation is remarkable and we sometimes wonder how you did it these past four years. We'll miss your cheering and dancing competitions tremendously, but look forward to your new ventures in college. Remember to always believe in yourself and reach for the stars. Anna Quindlen once said that "If your success is not in your own terms, it looks good to the world but does not feel good in your heart, it is not success at all". Follow your heart, be happy, and shine. We wish you continued success and remember we will always be there for you. You are our singing star and will always shine in our heart. With all our love, Mom & Dad

Dear Alexa, Congratulations to my wonderful granddaughter! You are a very bright and smart young lady who is determined to get what she wants out of life. You always work hard and it never seems to bother you. You run around here and there and always seems to have time to say "Hola" to your grandmother. Best of luck in college. Love you lots, Grandma.

Dear Alexa, (our dearest niece and cousin) Amazing how the years have gone. From the angelic little "cutie pie" baby to our precious teenager...Always remember you are one of life's wonderful people, you bring sunshine wherever you go, we can not tell you how proud we are of you and what you a beautiful person you have grown to be, with your uncanny energy, non stop get up and go, no doubt you will make a difference. We look forward to watching you progress in your college years and in your career. Washington, look out!!!! Love you Alexa!! Aunt Valerie, Uncle John, Kaitlyn and Ashley

Caitlin Scarlett DeBlasio:
To our wonderful daughter: We are so proud of all your accomplishments. Love, Mom & Dad

Your high school years have been successful. Good Luck in the future. We love you very much. Love, Grandma & Grandpa

Samantha DeCeglie:
Samantha for the past 17 years you have amazed me everyday. I am very proud to have you as my daughter. I can't wait to see what else you bring to the DeCeglie Name. You are my WORLD! Love Mom

Richard Deianno:
Dear Ricky: You make us proud in so many ways: your genuine love and concern for others and your ability to make people feel good about themselves are gifts that distinguish you as extraordinary; since you were a small boy, you cared for those children who were ostracized or lonely, and you never judged people, rather, you tried to understand them. You have been an exemplary student and athlete, dedicated, honorable and dignified. You have become the epitome of hornet pride, as you assumed so many leadership positions at Passaic Valley. You have become a remarkable, loving son, one with whom a parent could only hope to share a lifetime. Continue to use the blessing bestowed upon you to contribute to your world may you enjoy success, love, and peace. We love you, Mom and Dad

Domenick DeMusso:
You have made us proud as we watch you grow into a responsible & respectful young man. Reach for the stars & don't accept anything less for yourself. You can do it & we will be there every step of the way. We love you very much! Mom, Dad, Jaclyn, & Michael

Alexis A. DePasquale:
On your graduation day, our hearts are filled with a bitter sweet feeling. Our little girl has become a woman, and is now ready to move on to college. We wish you all the best in your future endeavors. You have made us very proud! We love you Mom & Dad

Anthony DePasquale:
Anthony as you graduate from high school and begin to move on to another chapter of your life, we want you to know how truly
Letters From Home

proud we have always been of you. It has been our privilege to watch you grow into a kind and loving young man. Our wish for you is that you never stop reaching for your dreams. Our hope for you is that you never stop dreaming. Love Mom, Dad Gianna, & Domi

Stephanie DeLauri:
To "someone special" in my life! Congratulations Stevie. You have made me very proud of you. I wish you the best of luck, and a joyful journey.

Stephanie Maguire:
To you enter the world... What took you so long? We love you always and forever.

Nicole Lauria:
To my baby girl Nicole. The years have gone so fast! I have a mind full of memories, though I realize our best memories are yet to be made. Great job! Best of luck! Love, Mom and Dad

Edward Lee:
Congratulations. Edward. We are proud of you, and we will always be proud of you. By the way, everyone else already graduated college... what took you so long? We love you so much, Dad, Mom, Ernest, and Eric.

Nicole Mantione:
We are so proud of you and all you have accomplished. It is with mixed emotions that we watch you graduate and move on in life. So much awaits you, but we are always there to support and guide you. All our love always! Mom and Dad

Stephanie Maguire:
We are so proud of you and all you have accomplished. It is with mixed emotions that we watch you graduate and move on in life. So much awaits you, but we are always there to support and guide you. All our love always! Mom and Dad

Mike Giordano:
With a lot of thought and study, persistence and discipline, you have made it! We are so proud of you. Love Mom, Dad, Rich, Isabella & Nick

Kyle Larson:
Wishing you nothing but the best with all your future endeavors! Love, Mom & Dad

Rebecca Leonard:
To Rebecca. My "perfect" baby girl has shown me since she was born that she can do whatever she puts her mind to. I have had wonderful times watching your accomplishments and will always be your biggest cheerleader. Four years at P.V. have gone so fast and you've achieved so much—words can not describe how proud I am of you. You've managed to do it all— academics, sports, social, work, and family. Always remember your high school years fondly. Keep smiling! Congratulations on your graduation from high school. On to college. Never forget that I will ALWAYS be there for you. Best of luck always. Love, Hugs, and Kisses. Mom

Cassandra Lira (Our Future Doctor):
These four years have gone by so fast now, you'll be graduating and going on to college. We love you and wish you the best. We know all your dreams will come true. Love. Mom, Dad, and Jonathan

Jaclynn Fairweather:
Jaclynn. It may seem to be the end of high school, but it is just the beginning for you. You've grown up into a beautiful, strong, and independent woman. We are so very proud of you and your accomplishments and future. Enjoy and live your life to its fullest and always follow your heart and dreams. We Love U—Ever, Mom and Dad

Shannon Holle:
Dear Shannon, Shaniqua, Shan, Shenequa, Shantian. Even though you have several different names, each name reflects another bright side of your personality. It seems like yesterday you were wearing those cute butterfly glasses at Holy Angels School. You have grown & matured into a beautiful woman. We are very proud of you. Our wish to you is that you choose your goals wisely & obtain them with great success. Congratulations on your graduation!!! With all our love Mom, Dad, Genevieve, & Kelly

Katie Herman:
Dear K.T., Memories make us who we are and new experiences develop us into who we will be. Have no fear, remember to play as hard as you work, be thankful and the world will be yours. With all our love Mom, Dad & Evan

Erin Jensen:
Erin, We are so proud of you! You’ve worked so hard to get where you are. Enjoy your next four years in college. Your future is your book to write. We love you! Mom & Dad

Peter L. Kobelko:
Dear Pete as you graduate high school today, you enter a world where you are no longer just a child, but a man. A man who will have a goal in life. Hold on tight to your dreams and work hard to achieve them. Love, Mom & Dad

Cody Kofp:
It seems like yesterday we were putting you on the bus to go to Kindergarten. You have done so many things through these past years to make us very proud. Now you are all grown up and graduating high school. We want to wish you good luck and we hope the future holds everything you need to make your dreams come true. Just remember you’ll always be our special boy sent from heaven and we love you! Love Mom and Dad

Trevor S. Krapels:
Trevor, we are so proud of you and all that you have accomplished. Set your goals, follow your dreams, and always be happy. Never lose your great sense of humor and determination. There is no limit to what you can achieve.

May your life be filled with love, happiness, and success. We love you, Mom, Dad, Ashley, and Blake

Kelly Fairweather:
Just remember you need to make your dreams come true. Love you always and forever. Mom and Dad

Fairweather:
Just remember you need to make your dreams come true. Love you always and forever. Mom and Dad

Jaclynn Le Queux:
Jaclynn, it may seem to be the end of high school, but it is just the beginning for you. You've grown up into a beautiful, strong, and independent woman. We are so very proud of you and your accomplishments and future. Enjoy and live your life to its fullest and always follow your heart and dreams. We Love U—Ever, Mom and Dad

Leann Erickson:
We just couldn't be prouder! Best of luck in the journey ahead, and always keep a song in your heart! With much love, Mom & Dad

Rebecca, the love and pride we all feel for you is truly immeasurable. Congratulations on your accomplishments throughout your high school years. Well done!

Rebecca Fellman:
Rebecca, you have grown into our lives as an unexpected blessing. Never was a baby so loved and wanted by her parents and 2 older sisters. Since you were born you've given us nothing but joy and happiness. Sometimes you like to test us a bit, but we have never been disappointed in you. We know we'll continue to be proud of you as you enter college and begin a new chapter in your life. Good Luck! Love you forever Mom & Dad xo xo

Jacqueline Fairweather:
Jackie: We are very proud of you. The shy little girl has grown into a beautiful young woman. We know you can achieve your dreams of becoming a pre-school teacher because of your dedication to your school work and your love for young children. Good Luck and enjoy your college years. P.S.—Fajita Love Mom, Josh, & Sean

Rebecca Dubowchik:
Rebecca, you came into our lives as a kind and loving young man. We have been a true privilege watching you grow into a kind and loving young man. Our wish for you is that you never stop reaching for your dreams. Our hope for you is that you never stop dreaming. Love Mom, Dad Gianna, & Domi

Mike Giordano:
With a lot of thought and study, persistence and discipline, you have made it! We are so proud of you. Love Mom, Dad, Rich, Isabella & Nick

Kaitlin Gish:
Dear Katie. When you were born, we held you close and kept smiling. You always smiled back with your big blue eyes, wide open and full of love. Such a sweet baby girl. We've watched you through softball, cheering, and other activities along the way. Always growing. As you have matured, you've overcome struggles standing in your way. We look at you now, your bright smile, laughter, and beauty are in awe that you are that same baby girl. Now a new journey will begin: believe in yourself, choose your destinatons well, do not hurry, avoid short cuts, wander some back roads, enjoy the scenery. Remember your true worth lies not in your destination, but who you become along the way. We hope for your future a life of love, accomplishment, sensitivity, and peace in the world. We love you more than all the stars in the sky... and always will! Love, Mom & Dad

Shannon Holle:
Dear Shannon, Shaniqua, Shan, Shenequa, Shantian. Even though you have several different names, each name reflects another bright side of your personality. It seems like yesterday you were wearing those cute butterfly glasses at Holy Angels School. You have grown & matured into a beautiful woman. We are very proud of you. Our wish to you is that you choose your goals wisely & obtain them with great success. Congratulations on your graduation!!! With all our love Mom, Dad, Genevieve, & Kelly

Katie Herman:
Dear K.T., Memories make us who we are and new experiences develop us into who we will be. Have no fear, remember to play as hard as you work, be thankful and the world will be yours. With all our love Mom, Dad & Evan

Erin Jensen:
Erin, We are so proud of you! You’ve worked so hard to get where you are. Enjoy your next four years in college. Your future is your book to write. We love you! Mom & Dad

Peter L. Kobelko:
Dear Pete as you graduate high school today, you enter a world where you are no longer just a child, but a man. A man who will have a goal in life. Hold on tight to your dreams and work hard to achieve them. Love, Mom & Dad

Cody Kofp:
It seems like yesterday we were putting you on the bus to go to Kindergarten. You have done so many things through these past years to make us very proud. Now you are all grown up and graduating high school. We want to wish you good luck and we hope the future holds everything you need to make your dreams come true. Just remember you’ll always be our special boy sent from heaven and we love you! Love Mom and Dad

Trevor S. Krapels:
Trevor, we are so proud of you and all that you have accomplished. Set your goals, follow your dreams, and always be happy. Never lose your great sense of humor and determination. There is no limit to what you can achieve.

May your life be filled with love, happiness, and success. We love you, Mom, Dad, Ashley, and Blake

Kyle Larson:
Wishing you nothing but the best with all your future endeavors! Love, Mom & Dad

Nicole Lauria:
To my baby girl Nicole. The years have gone so fast! I have a mind full of memories, though I realize our best memories are yet to be made. Great job! Best of luck! Love, Mom and Dad

Edward Lee:
Congratulations. Edward. We are proud of you, and we will always be proud of you. By the way, everyone else already graduated college... what took you so long? We love you so much, Dad, Mom, Ernest, and Eric.

Rebecca Leonardo:
Dear Rebecca. My "perfect" baby girl has shown me since she was born that she can do whatever she puts her mind to. I have had wonderful times watching your accomplishments and will always be your biggest cheerleader. Four years at P.V. have gone so fast and you've achieved so much—words can not describe how proud I am of you. You've managed to do it all— academics, sports, social, work, and family. Always remember your high school years fondly. Keep smiling! Congratulations on your graduation from high school. On to college. Never forget that I will ALWAYS be there for you. Best of luck always. Love, Hugs, and Kisses. Mom

Jaclynn Le Queux:
Jaclynn, it may seem to be the end of high school, but it is just the beginning for you. You've grown up into a beautiful, strong, and independent woman. We are so very proud of you and your accomplishments and future. Enjoy and live your life to its fullest and always follow your heart and dreams. We Love U—Ever, Mom and Dad

Cassandra Lira (Our Future Doctor):
These four years have gone by so fast now, you'll be graduating and going on to college. We love you and wish you the best. We know all your dreams will come true. Love. Mom, Dad, and Jonathan

Stephanie Maguire:
We are so proud of you and all you have accomplished. It is with mixed emotions that we watch you graduate and move on in life. So much awaits you, but we are always there to support and guide you. All our love always! Mom and Dad

Nicole Mantione:
We can hardly believe how fast our little girl has grown up. We have watched you grown into a strong, sensitive, intelligent young woman. We are so very proud of you and all your accomplishments. May you find success and happiness in all that you do. We love you always and forever. Mom and Dad
Letters From Home

Brandon Marocco:
We can't believe four years have passed. We would like you to know how very proud we are of you. We look forward to your next chapter in life. We love You! Mom and Dad

Eric Martin:
Eric, thank you for all the joy and laughter you have brought into our lives. You have made us so proud of the fine young man you have become. Remember with hard work and determination your greatest dreams can be reached. We are here for you always! All our love, Mom and Dad

Michael Martinez:
We have come a long way since kindergarten graduation. We have watched you grow and mature into the fine young man you are today. We are very proud of you. Love always, Mom and Dad

Stephanie Matano:
We can't believe how fast the time has gone. We are so proud of all your accomplishments. Continue to work hard, be happy, and you'll accomplish everything you've ever wanted. Good luck in your new journey. We love you very much. Love, Mom, Dad, Gina, and Vince

Jessica Lynn Matthai:
There are times in life when words aren't enough to tell someone how much they are loved. The pride you feel when you look at them. Although, it might not always be said you can just look into the eyes of your parents and know how truly proud we are of you and can't wait to see all the milestones in your life. Congratulations we love you. Mom, Dad, and Michael XOXO

Joseph McCue:
Joe. Congratulations we are very proud of you and wish you success and prosperity. We Love you, Mom and Dad

Colin McNeil:
Dear Colin, It's amazing that four years can pass so quickly and yet hold so many significant events. What a great four year you have had! Take some time to reflect on the meaningful events and important people who have shaped your high school experience, and hold on to those life lessons and memories. Because they will continue to influence you as you step forward into the future. We admire your persistence when faced with challenges, and are very proud of you and all that you have accomplished. "What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us." -Ralph Waldo Emerson) Keep your goals high, and work hard to achieve them! Oh, and thanks for keeping us smiling. Lots of love, Mom, Dad, Erin, and Meredith

Joseph Mourad:
I'm so proud of you and your accomplishments and know that you will continue on through college and your life.

Sara Nagy:
Congratulations on achieving another milestone in your educational journey, you are a very special, talented young woman and this is only the beginning of an exciting, rewarding, and challenging time in your life. Go out there and do what you love and always believe in yourself and remember, you are loved very much. Love always, Mommy and Daddy

David Narcaso:
Dear David,
We want to wish you good luck in college. Keep your eye on the road to success. May all your dreams come true. We'll love and support you always. Love, Mom, Dad, and Alex

Michelle Osburn:
Michelle, congrats on graduating. You've reached for the stars since you were a little kid and you've officially accomplished your goal. I am so lucky to have you as my daughter. You mean the world to me. It's going to be hard to let you go and live your life by yourself and move on in this world, but, I realize I have to. I love you from the bottom of my heart. I can't express how much I love you. Once again, thanks for being a special, sweet, and pretty daughter. Congrats on achieving your goals. I love you! Love always your Dad xo

Victoria J. Pavelchak:
To our beautiful daughter Victoria, Dad and I can't express in words how proud we are of you. It feels like yesterday you graduated from kindergarten. Know you are graduating from high school, how time flies! Your future is bright. Follow your dreams! Love forever, Mom and Dad

Jessica Paventa:
We can't believe your four years of high school have come to an end. You have grown to be a beautiful young lady. Continue to follow your dreams. Stay true to your heart and never lose your determination and drive. We wish you all that life has to offer you. This is just the beginning of your journey through life, enjoy the ride! We love you! Love, Mom, Dad, and Daniella

Dennis Anthony Perez:
Dearest Son, There aren't enough words to explain how proud I am of you! Don't ever stop aiming high, don't ever stop believing in you and remember that I love you. Congratulations! Love, Mommy

Miguel A. Perez Jr.:
Pursue your goals, yet keep your loved ones close, as you utilize your talent in ambition. Let your friends and family give you their support, and you'll master ever challenging transition.

Matthew D. Picarello:
A senior in high school, where did the years go? Dad and I are so proud of the fine young man you have become. What we admire the most about you is your ability to set a goal and your determination to attain and accomplish it. We are very proud of all your accomplishments and we know you have made the most of your four years at Pasccual Valley High School. Matthew, you have a way of handling the stresses of life with a calm and relaxed attitude. We love you with all out hearts and wish you continued success in college. Love Mom and Dad

Jessica Pisano:
Jess, as we send you off we want you to know how proud we are of you! As a student and as a cheerleader you have always been respectful and diligent. We are proud to have you as a daughter and sister. Take the time to enjoy this wonderful journey. Follow your heart and be true to yourself. Remember, we will always be here for you! We will miss you as you begin this next chapter of your life. Love Mom, Dad, Lenny, Erica, and Jake

Maddalenia Piscitelli:
Always remember that the true measure of success is in one's own happiness. Always be true to yourself and happiness will always follow you. We love you and wish you all the best that life as to offer. Love, Uncle Kenny and Aunt Marcie

Follow your dreams and become something/someone important. Don't depend on anyone but yourself. I love you! Love always, Grandpa

Vincent James Piatroli Jr.:
Dear Vin, Through the good times and the bad, we can always count on you to make us laugh, but best of all you have always made us proud of the fine young man that you've become. Your outgoing and warm personality, quick wit, and funny antics put a smile on anyone's face. We know it can get frustrating when you are trying to balance everything, but don't ever forget how much we love and support you. Now as you move on to the next phase of your life, remember to stay true to who you are, be patient and NEVER stop believing in yourself. Stay focused and all your dreams will become a reality. We wish you a life time of faith, love, good health, happiness, and success. May God bless you in this journey of life. Congratulations and enjoy the ride! Love, Always and forever, Mom, Dad, and Daniella

Oliva Potenzone:
Congratulations! You have grown from a carefree child into a beautiful and caring young lady. We hope life holds as much joy for you as it has provided us with. We know that you will embrace this next chapter in your life with the enthusiasm that you embrace everyday with! May all your hopes and dreams come true and always remember we love you! XOXO Mom and Dad

R. Brent Post:
We can't begin to express how proud we are of you. From hockey, to electric, to the Fire Dept.- you seem to have it all figured out. You have grown into a fine young man
with a bright future and we wish you the very best of everything that life has to offer you. Love you always, Mom and Dad

Nicholas Roman:
Ron and I are very proud of you and all that you have accomplished. It’s hard to believe that you are embarking on your next journey, "college". Put your mind and heart into anything you want and you will be able to accomplish anything.

Love, Mom and Ron

Amelia Rotondo:
My dearest Molly, whatever you do in life, always share the beautiful music within you with the world. Love, Mom

Katlyn Salomone:
Kate, it seems like only yesterday we were attending your kindergarten graduation, and now your high school graduation is here. We can’t believe how fast the years have gone by. You have grown and matured right before our eyes. We are very proud of you and all your accomplishments. We are confident you will succeed in whatever path you chose in the future. Don’t worry, because everything will fall into place just the way it is meant to be. Just always remember how much we love and support you.

Love, Mom and Dad

Kristyn N. Santee:
Times go by so fast—you blink your eyes—flashbacks of memories—when you first arrived, walked, talked—your first day of school—now you’ve finished high school—Kristyn please take everything that you’ve learned along your way and make it one of your greatest learning experiences. We believe in you and are so very PROUD. Lots of luck. Love, Mom and Dad

Ronald Sauso:
Dear Ron,
Congratulations on your graduation. We hope your college years provide some of the most positive experiences of your life. Continue working hard, but have lots of fun. You earned it. We love you. With much pride, Mom and Dad

Brittney Scheuerman:
As I watched you grow, I saw the sweet little girl who once needed the comfort of my hugs and my kisses on booboos turn into a beautiful, intelligent, young woman before my eyes. Never settle. Go after what you want. I’m sure you’ll be the best you can be. After all, you’ve always made me proud. I love you! Mom

Usman Shah:
Congratulations! We wish you the best in college and remember, we are always here for you. We are very proud of you and we love you with all our heart. Love, Mom and Dad

Joseph Shamay:
Josefow,
You have given us so much love, happiness, and laughter, and made us complete. You went from being a little boy into a fine, caring, sensitive, take-charge young man. You have brought so much love and laughter to our lives, you complete our family. You have always made your dad and I so proud of you and so blessed to say you belong to us. Joe, ever since you were a small boy no matter what you wanted, you achieved it. Your father and I have laid down your foundation and you know that the only thing you truly own is your mind; your education can never be taken away from you. Your goal is to become a State Trooper and I know you will succeed in that and become an asset to your profession. Joe, have fun along the way, may you always be safe in the Lord’s hands, and most of all, never forget we love you always wherever life leads you.

Forever yours, Mom and Dad

Nicholas Siciliano:
Nicky,
You have overcome obstacles that were before you and beat the odds. Determination, strong will, and personality are just some of your best qualities. Congratulations! Love, Mom

Maggie Smith:
Dear Maggie,
As you go off to college, take with you our love and appreciation for always giving us something to be proud of. We could not have asked for more. Make the most of your college years. Have fun, "study hard" and then follow your dreams. Always be happy and never ever settle for less. We love you and will always be here for you.

Mom and Dad

Sean Sotelo:
You will always remember high school! You got through it! Next challenge: college. Always believe in yourself and hold your head high. Hold on to your dreams. We are so proud of you and love you very much.

Love, Mom and Dad

Cristina Stratlace:
Congratulations Cristina. Class of ’08. Good luck in the future.

Dana Tillson:
Dear Dan-Dan,
You are, have always been, and always will be the light of our lives! Words cannot convey our love for you. You are truly one in a million and will be successful the rest of your life. Love, Daddy, Mommy, Jay-Jay, and Oliver XOXOXOXOXO

Melanie Nicole Tremonti:
Congratulations! We love you and are so proud of you. Reach for the stars! Follow your dreams. Love always, Mom, Dad, Christina, Lisa, and Nicholas

Douglas Van Dyke:
It seems like only yesterday that I held you in my arms for the very first time and here you are graduating from high school. We are so proud of how hard you have always worked, especially these last four years. When the going gets tough for you, you smile and tell a joke. You have the ability to make everyone around you smile. This is a gift that cannot be taught or bought; you have to be born with it, and you were. You have a big heart and are always ready and willing to help anyone.

Continue to work hard, stay focused, make everyone around you smile, and nothing will be impossible. Never forget that we are always here for you. The same way you are always here for us. Like elementary, middle, and high school, college is yet another rung in the ladder of life. May you never run out of rungs and keep smiling. We love you now and always. Mom, Dad, Dan, Grandma, and Grandpa

Dayle Van Ess:
Thanks for being you. You are my inspiration. Love, Mom

Nicole Marie Webb:
It seems like just yesterday that you were starting kindergarten and next year you’ll be off to college! We will miss you so much! I cannot imagine what it will be like not to see you everyday! You have turned into a wonderful, happy, young woman—enjoying life to its fullest. Always keep that perspective on life—keep your studies, your job, and your social life well balanced. You have that capability—make use of it wisely and you will have it all! Cherish your friends, and remember that your family loves you unconditionally!

All our love . . . Mom, Dad, and Danny XOXOXO

Ashley Wellemaker:
Dear Ashley,
We are so proud of you and all of your achievements throughout your four years. May all of your dreams come true. You are beautiful inside and out. May God keep you safe, healthy, and happy. Love Always, Mom and Dad

Matthew J. Zaleski:
Dear Matthew,
You have given us great joy and memories during your four years at P.V. especially through soccer, hockey, and lacrosse. You have become a fine young man, and we are very proud that you are our son. We know that you will succeed in the next phase of your life and wish you all the happiness and success in college. Please know that we will always love you from the bottom of our hearts. Mom and Dad

Courtney Zunin:
To our beautiful daughter "Courtney": We are so very proud of you! I hope you continue to strive to be the very best you can. May your future be bright and may you always be happy. We love you. Love, Mom and Dad XXOO

Jennifer Franck:
To Our Jennifer, You will always shine because you are special! The love we have for you is well compensated with your care and love you give us. You are the BEST!

Keegan Kingeter:
Keeg-You bring fun and laughter wherever you go—your are never afraid to laugh at yourself and always there to lend a hand to someone in need. We are so proud! Love you forever- You are our hero!
Letters From Home

Lauren Reynolds:
What can we say to a daughter who has always been a pleasure? I hope you know how proud your Dad and I are of you. We wish you a life with few bumps along the way and one in which you realize your dreams. We love you and feel blessed to be your parents.

Keegan Kinger:
Keeg- You bring fun and laughter wherever you go- you are never afraid to laugh at yourself and always there to lend a hand to someone in need- we are so proud! Love you forever- You are our hero!

Boosters

Ardiana Adili, We love you and wish you great success! "Lil" Sistas and "Lil" Bros
Ardiana Adili, I'm proud of you & I love you! Congrats!-Gram
Daniel Alcala, All the best-we love you-Alcala - Toscano Families
Samantha Amato, Congratulations, good luck, and God bless you always-Grandma & Grandpa Amato & Aunt Vicki
Adrienne Andrituli, Good luck to you today and everyday-Love, Mom, Dad & Steven
Frank Antonucci, May you follow your dreams toward success-Gram
Frank Antonucci, We love you always, you're the best!-Mom, Dad & Toni Marie
Erica Appio, Congratulations Ericall-Jeff
Erica Appio-Erica, Congratulations-Aunt Dolores
Erica Appio-Congratulations and good luck-Eeso Family & Bob
Erica Appio-You did it! Love you-Your brother Chris
Erica Appio-We're so proud of you!-Mom & Dad
Erica Appio, Congratulations, I love you-Grandma
Erica Appio-Good luck on your future endeavors-Grandma
Erica Appio-Congratulations!-Uncle Gerald
Michael Ardis- Congratulations from your number one fan-Mema
Britney-Drive to succeed-Mom
Britney-To succeed is to achieve-Grandma & Grandpa
Ashley Bardi-Wishing you as much happiness as you have given us.-Grandma & Pop
Ashley Bardi-Congratulations and best of luck in the future-Aunt Dina and Makenzie
Ashely Bardi-May all of your dreams come true-Aunt Joyce
Nick Bilynski-Congratulations on your graduation Love-Aunt Virginia
Nick Bilynski-Nicky B. keep on fencing Love.-Aunt Marge & Uncle Bill
Nick Bilynski-Best of luck in college Love.-Aunt Mary Ann & Uncle Jack
Nick Bilynski-Have fun in college-Richard
Nick Bilynski- Good luck in college Love.-The Robb Family
Nick Bilynski-Proud of our little brother! Love.-Krista & Erik
Allan Bronkowski-Good luck!-Kristina
Allan Bronkowski-Find a place where people will encourage you and challenge you to be the best you can be-Elaine & Ana
Anthony Collucci-Congratulations, I love you!-Your sister, Andrea
Caitlin Deblasio-Keep on trekrin’-Sean & Kelly
Caitlin Deblasio-Keep up the good work-Uncle Frank, Dayna & Jarred
Caitlin Deblasio-Congratulations and best wishes-Uncle Bob, Aunt Denise, Robert, & Patrick
Alexis Depasquale- We love you, congratulations!-Aunt CeeCee, Uncle Eric, & Eric Hunter
Alexis Depasquale- We love you, we are so proud of you!-Nanna Net & Papa Chet
Alexis Depasquale-Congratulations! Your The Beat-Your brother Mark
Alexis Depasquale-Your a great cousin, We Love you!-John Steven, Tony, & Joseph
Alexis Depasquale-Good Luck in college. We love you-Nana Bert & Papa Tony
Rebecca Fellman-We love you, Dear. Congratulations-Grandma & Grandpa
Rebecca Fellman and Graduating Friends 2008-Best wishes to a wonderful group!-Mr. and Mrs. Fellman
Rebecca Fellman-You have always given me reasons to be proud-Grandmother Fellman
Gina Filaci-Congratulations, We love you-Your second Mom & Dad
Jennifer Michelle Franck-You will always be our shining star-Mom, Dad, & Brothers
Michelle M. Gahta- Good luck we love you always- Dad and Mom
Michelle Gahta- Good luck we love you always- Sammy and J
Michelle M. Gahta- Congratulations to the 2008 graduates of Passaic Valley High School - The Paterson Fire Inspectors Association
Christopher Greco-We are very proud of you-Love Grandma & Pop
Sharon Hale-We love you and are proud of you!! Congratulations-Love, Grammy, Poppy, Uncle Joey, & Aunt Maria
Mary Kane-Congratulations! We're proud of you.-Love.Mom, Dad & Colleen
Mary Kane-Wishing you success and happiness! We love you-Love, Nan & Pop
Mary Kane-Health, wealth, and happiness-Love, Kim
Mary Kane-byFi! 2mm college here we come! Love Yal-Kenda
Katie Herman-We will miss studying with you-Love always Twinks & Rose
Kyle Larson-Way to go Brol-Sean
Kyle Larson-Congratulations and Best Wishes-Grandma & Grandpa
Kyle Larson-Best wishes, success, and happiness-Grandma Dolores
Kyle Larson-I'm very proud of you-Uncle Robert
Kyle Larson-Congratulations, much success in your future-Aunt Barbara
Stephanie Maguire-Good luck Steph! Love.-Mimi & Oliver
Stefanie Matano-Thanks for everything I love you-Gina Matano
Stefanie Matano-Good Luck in college-Vincent Matano
Eric Martin-Congrats little brother! We're proud of you-Colleen, Michael, & Sarah
Our little girl is graduating
Congratulations.
Michael
Best wishes & success in
We Love You- Hooray! -Jose. Tati. & Guanna
Congratulations on your graduation!!- Love Mike.
Have a great senior year ... Good Luck in
Wishing you nothing but the best. -Love your brother. Kyle
Ron. We're so proud and lucky to have a nephew like you! Always believe in yourself! -Love. Aunt
Dear Ron. Congratulations on your graduation and the best of luck in college. With love. Uncle Joey. Aunt Kristen, & Gracyn
We love you and are very proud of you! -Mom & Dad
See
Congrats
We wish you lots of luck in your future
Your loving Family
Congratulations & Best Wishes- Grandma &
Congratulations! Good Luck
Jessica
Sara
Selina Perez-
Sara
Sara
Joseph
Jessica Lynn- We Love You. may your future be filled with happiness. -Mom & Dad
Maddalena
Nick Roman- Your determination to get ahead in life
Nicholas Roman- Congratulations!! I know you could do it....-Grandma "Lamanna"
Nicholas Roman- Your determination to get ahead in life will help you in the near future. Congratulations!! -Grandma
Kattyn Salomone- Best wishes & success in all you do. -DeMusso Family
Ron Sausa- Ron, We're so proud and lucky to have a nephew like you! Always believe in yourself! -Love, Aunt Ginny, Uncle Hoe, Joey, & Anthony
Ron Sausa- Dear Ronnie. You are a very special grandson. We know you will achieve your dreams. -Love, Grandma & Grandpa
Ron Sausa- Dear Ron, Congratulations on your graduation and the best of luck in college. With love, Uncle Joey, Aunt Kristen, & Gracyn
Kristyn Santee- Wishing you nothing but the best. -Love your brother, Kyle
Ashely, Alexis, Gina, Katie, Jessica, Steph, and Stef- Whatever you do may you all succeed -The Santee Family
Joseph Shamey- Congratulations, I Love you. -Grandpa Gaita
Joseph Shamey- "You're the Best" We love you -Dana and Nicole
Joseph Shamey- "Aim High" Congratulations -Shamey & Shamey Landscaping
Thomas Tiscia- Congratulations, we're so proud of you...May all your dreams come true! -Mom and Krystafer
T.J.- Good luck we know you'll be successful. -Uncle Joe & Aunt Sue
Thomas- Wow. I can't believe you're done! I Love You, Good luck T.J. -Andrea
T.J. Tiscia- Congratulations & May your love bring you success forever -Dad & Sharon
Uncle Tim- I more left! Aren't you gonna miss me? -Olivia
Lauren Vanderkooy- Congratulations! We're proud of you. -Mom, Dad, & Danielle
Dayle VanEss- See you in FLA. -Neil
Dayle- Congrats Sis! -Dara
Ashley Wellema-Congratulations! We love you! -Grandma & Grandpa
Ashley Wellema-Congratulations! I'm so proud! -Grammy
Ashley Wellema-Congratulations! Super Co Co! -Poppay
Ashley Wellema-Always aim high! Congratulations! -Aunt Joann & Uncle Kevin
Ashley Wellema-Reach for the stars! Congratulations! -Aunt Suzanne & Uncle Perry
Ashley Wellema-Go Ash! Good luck in college! -Kyleigh, Lexi, & Hunter
Ashley Wellema-Congrats Little Sis! -Eddie
Tori-I love you sis! Congratulations! -Ryan
Victoria-Our shining star may all your dreams come true. -Grandma and Grandpa
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Congratulations
ALLAN

WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU. MAY ALL YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE.
We Love You,
Daddy, Mommy and Kristina
Frankie "Oscar" Andriani

CONGRATULATIONS!

Fate knows where you are going but it's up to you to drive there. We know you will succeed in the path you choose. You can always count on us to be there beside you! We are so proud of you!

All of Our Love,
Pop Pop, Yeah Yeah, Aunt Tee Tee, Uncle Den Den, Uncle Kev Kev, Aunt Lily, Nathaniel, and Kaitlyn
Congratulations
Olivea

APOLLO FLAG CO. INC.
465 RT. 46 • TOTOWA SQUARE MALL
TOTOWA, N.J. 07512
(973) 256-8362 FAX 256-1049
www.apolloflags.com
"If we can’t do it —
It can’t be done"

Salomone Bros.
of New York, Inc.

Salomone Bros.
WELL DRILLING

www.salomonebros.com
Christopher Greco
We are so proud of you!

Love, Dad, Mom & Alex

To my first students from LF:
It has given me much joy to see and hear
about your many accomplishments since our
time together in 4th grade. You've grown into
fine young adults! Best of luck in all your
future endeavors!
Your former student teacher, Miss Warcholik

Congratulations Mohamad four
years successfully completed.
The future has more good to
come. Good luck and try hard

Love, Mom

Allan
CUR #1 Grandson
We love you and wish only the best
for you always.
We are so proud of you and all
your accomplishments.
We Love You.
Grandma & Grandpa

NICHOLAS ROMAN
WISHING YOU A LIFETIME
OF SUCCESSES...

Love, Dad & Grandma

LINDA
LICASTRO
MORRIS COUNTY AREA SPECIALIST
TOP 1% AGENT IN
RE/MAX OF NJ!
2002-2006

RE/MAX
HOME CONNECTION
Located at 38 Rt. 46 West-Montville Twp., NJ 07058
An Outstanding Agent
Produces Outstanding Results!

Class of 2008
Congratulations
and
Good Luck!!

David
Love always,
Mom, Dad and Little Bro Alex

7iscia
Building Construction
973-742-2133
RENOVATIONS PLUS
West Paterson, NJ
Congratulations

Nick Roman

Love from all your fans at Lorenzo's Bistro

Good Luck Ricky B.  
May the future hold all of your dreams.  
We're proud of you.

Love,  
Dad, Mom, Ryan,  
& Grey too!

Lauren Ann,  
Great job on all your achievements, we enjoyed your performances, concerts, Girls' Show and Dance Team. We are proud. Follow Your Dreams.

Love, Mom, Dad, Alex, Nicholas, and Daniel

A lways there for everyone!  
S howing how much you care!  
H aving fun!  
L ive life to the fullest!  
E njoy watching you grow!  
Y ou did it!

B est wishes to you and the Class of 2008!  
A lways follow your dreams!  
R emember those who love you!  
D ream  
I am proud to call you my daughter!

Ashley, Always know that you have my love and support.  
Congratulations! Love, Mom

We are Proud of our 2008 GRADUATES!  
Moody Eirekat  
Lauren VanderKooy  
Marco Caruso  
Good Luck!
Dear Kevin,
Here you are on your first day of Kindergarten and now you are graduating from High School. Where did the time go? We are very proud of you. You have always been a self sufficient child who wanted to do everything by yourself. We know you will be a success. Always remember... find something you love doing and make money doing it. We are always here for you and will enjoy watching you find your niche in life.

Love always,
Mom & Dad
Congratulations Ron Sausa!

Dear Ron,

We cannot express enough how proud we are of you and all of your accomplishments. You are unique in so many ways. Whatever career you choose, we know you will be successful. More importantly, we have faith that you will remain true to your character, despite life's temptations. We are truly blessed by having you for a son!

With all our love,
Mom and Dad

Michael Ardis
CONGRATULATIONS!

WAY TO GO! WE LOVE YOU!

Mom, Alan, Amanda, Zachary and Krista

John

YOU'VE MADE US VERY PROUD.

LOVE, MOM & DAD

Michelle M. Gaita

Congratulations to the 2008 graduates of Passaic Valley High School

The Paterson Fire Prevention Bureau
Kenda Hammam

My God it seems like yesterday when you took your first step, and here you're graduating from high school and on your way to college. We wish you the best of luck.

Congratulations!
Welcome to RESPONSIBILITY!!!
All our love & support,
Mom, Dad, & Hany

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.
~Robert Frost

Nick—
Never afraid to be an individual, you have taken the road less traveled. Your strength and courage are admired by those who truly know you.
Love always,
Mom, Dad, Erik-John, Krista, Nan,
Uncle John, Shadow, Oliver and Bugsy
CONGRATULATIONS ALEXA! GOOD LUCK IN COLLEGE. MAY ALL YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE AND SHOOT FOR THE STARS!

Solutions You Can Trust!

Jerry Curcio
General Manager
908-272-7747 Office
908-272-7748 Fax
201-726-2964 Cell
jcurcio@diligentusa.com

6 Commerce Dr., Suite #3
Cranford, NJ 07016
www.diligentusa.com

Joseph Shamey
# 64
"Congratulations" Way to Go.....

SHAMEY & SHAMEY LANDSCAPE CONTRACTORS
SPECIALIZING IN
* ROCK GARDENS * LAWN MAINTENANCE * RR

CHUCK SHAMEY
OWNER/OPERATOR (201) 790-8958
(201) 256-1934
To Our Ashley,

Eddie has a sister! That’s what the doctor said the moment you were born. Everyday since then has been filled with joy. We've watched you grow from infancy to a toddler with big dark curls, a raspy voice and a beautiful crooked smile. We watched you dance on the stage at age 2 1/2 as Miss Brazil with the same dark curls and crooked smile. We watched you dance for ten exciting years, and we've enjoyed every game you cheered for. And then we watched with great pride as you recived your diploma at your 8th grade graduation, with those same curls and crooked smile. As you entered High School we watched you grow into a young lady with a terrific academic record. We watched as you and your friends laughed, loved and learned life lessons. And yes, we watched as you drove away the day of your 17th birthday! We watched in amazement as you took the floor every year with the amazing White Exercise team. And we watched your dream come true, "White Chief 2008!"

Through the years we’ve watched our beautiful baby girl grow into a beautiful young lady, some days with those dark curls and some days with straight dark hair, but always with that signature crooked smile. We are so proud, so full of love, and so thankful. We wish you all the great things this world has to offer. Always stay that happy, wonderful person you are! May God keep you safe, healthy, and happy, and help guide you in your future. We'll be watching every step of that future.

"Concrete When You Want It"

All our Love,
Mom & Dad

575 Preakness Ave
Paterson, NJ
(Ottilio’s Yard)
To the Class of 2008...

Thank you for making my last years here at Passaic Valley unforgettable! I will miss you and I will always remember all of you!

Mr. Terzuole
Congratulations & Best Wishes to the Class of 2008

ShopRite
Partners in Caring

Part of your family for over 50 years!

Little Falls ShopRite
171 Browertown Road
Little Falls, NJ 07424
CONGRATULATIONS
NICOLE MANTIONE
AND THE
CLASS OF 2008

FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT

EAST COAST TOYOTA-SCION
85 ROUTE 17 SOUTH
"IN THE MEADOWLANDS"
2 MINUTES FROM GIANT STADIUM
WOOD RIDGE, NJ 07075
201-939-9400
WWW.EASTCOASTTOYOTA.COM
...Memories
Making...
Making...
Making...
As the war in Iraq passes the four-year mark, tours of duty are lengthened and recruitment standards are relaxed.

To ease the mortgage crisis, the U.S. Senate passes legislation allowing homeowners with delinquent sub-prime mortgages to refinance into federally insured loans.

Several cities in the southeastern U.S. are mere months away from running out of water as drought conditions persist in the region.

Six men are trapped when a Utah coal mine collapses on August 6. Ten days later, the mine collapses again, killing three rescue workers. After four weeks the search ends.

The U.S. Postal Service issues a forever stamp featuring an image of the Liberty Bell. It will always be valid for first class postage on envelopes weighing one ounce or less.

During televised debates, Democratic and Republican presidential candidates answer tough questions submitted by voters via YouTube.

The Nobel Peace Prize is awarded to former Vice President Al Gore and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, represented by Dr. Rajendra Pachauri, for their efforts to call attention to global warming.
In Littleton, Colorado, construction is completed on the $1.5 million Columbine Memorial to the 13 victims of the 1999 shooting at Columbine High School.

In late October, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger declares a state of emergency due to wildfires that burn more than half a million acres in southern California.

Dozens of tornadoes tear across Tennessee, Arkansas, Mississippi, Kentucky and Alabama on February 5, 2008, killing nearly 60 people.

American consumers lose their confidence in China's manufacturers when children's toys tainted with lead trigger widespread recalls.

The Nintendo "Wii-romen" sweeps the nation as the game console outplays the competition with sales of more than 13 million units.

Writers hit the picket lines and television production is halted for months when the Writers Guild of America goes on strike to protest compensation policies for new media such as iTunes downloads.

On August 1, a six-lane I-35W bridge stretching across the Mississippi River in Minneapolis collapses into the river during the height of the afternoon rush hour.
Global

*People around the world cast more than 100 million online votes to determine the New Seven Wonders of the World. The winning wonders are announced at a gala in Lisbon.*

*More than 150 of the world’s leading music acts perform in concerts staged around the world for Live Earth, a star-studded event to draw attention to the global climate crisis.*

*The One Laptop Per Child Foundation launches a limited-time “Give One, Get One” program to spur donations of XO $100 laptops to children in developing nations.*

*Labour Party leader Gordon Brown succeeds Tony Blair as the new Prime Minister of the United Kingdom of Great Britain.*

*The melting of the Arctic Sea ice spurs an international network of climate scientists to conclude that global warming is indisputable, and that human activity has been causing temperatures to rise since 1950.*

*In December, Pakistani opposition leader Benazir Bhutto is assassinated following a political rally in Rawalpindi, Pakistan.*

*Tropical cyclone Sidr is the deadliest storm to hit Bangladesh in a decade. It destroys thousands of homes, ruins crops and forces more than a million villagers to evacuate.*
U.S. astronaut Peggy Whitson is the first female commander at the International Space Station.


Black bears make headlines in Utah, Wyoming and New Mexico as park rangers and wilderness homeowners report raids on backpacks, tents, trash cans and even kitchens.

Crops are threatened when honeybee colonies in the U.S. and Europe suffer from Colony Collapse Disorder, losing up to 70 percent of their bees due to unknown causes.

In a medical experiment, salmonella germs take a ride on the space shuttle. When they return to Earth, the germs are far more lethal than their earthbound counterparts.

An excavation site in Argentina yields the fossilized remains of a previously unknown species of dinosaur, the Futalognkosaurus dukei, measuring more than 105 feet.

Using mice, biologists develop a method to reprogram ordinary skin cells into all-purpose stem cells. This discovery is likely to have a positive impact on treatments for a number of diseases.
Entertainment

The music video game Rock Band is released for Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3. Players perform together in virtual bands, using peripherals to hit notes as they scroll onscreen.

Even after lonelygirl15 is revealed as a fictitious character, her popular storyline continues for a full season as an Internet dramedy series on YouTube and MySpace.

After a two-year format war, Toshiba pulls its HD DVD product out of contention, leaving Sony Blu-ray as the sole next-generation successor to DVD.

Large-scale multiplayer online gaming gives rise to virtual worlds where players interact via avatars and the computer-generated environment is similar to the real world.

The music video game Guitar Hero III: Legends of Rock is released with a soundtrack of 71 playable songs. Slash and other real-life guitarists appear as in-game characters.

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, the seventh and final book in the enormously popular series, is released. Its first U.S. print run is a record-breaking 12 million copies.

Beadings makes a comeback as a way to relax and creatively spend time with friends.
The second season of NBC's Heroes continues the adventures of ordinary people with extraordinary powers and reveals more about the shadowy dealings of "The Company."

High School Musical 2 becomes the highest-rated cable broadcast in the nation's history when 17.2 million U.S. viewers tuned in to the Disney Channel for its debut.

In the 36th season of CBS's The Price Is Right, host Bob Barker retires and comedian Drew Carey takes over the helm at the world's second-longest-running game show.

The NBC drama series Friday Night Lights, about a fictional high school football team, is taped documentary-style, without rehearsals, to give it a more authentic feeling.

On The CW, Blake Lively portrays socialite teen Serena van der Woodsen in Gossip Girl, a drama series that follows the lives of prep school students from New York's Upper East Side.

America Ferrera, who plays Betty Suarez on the popular ABC comedy-drama Ugly Betty, is the first Latina to win the Emmy for Outstanding Lead Actress in a Comedy Series.

ABC's Dancing with the Stars rules the ratings thanks to popular celebrity participants such as Sabrina Bryan of The Cheetah Girls.
Shia LaBeouf portrays a teenager who is plunged into a high-tech battle between good and evil alien robots in *Transformers*, a live action adaptation of the 1980s cartoon series.

Disney's National Treasure: Book of Secrets nets the third-highest box-office total ever for a Christmas weekend release.

*Atonement* receives seven Golden Globe nominations, including lead acting nods for Keira Knightley and James McAvoy.

Disturbia, a surprise hit thriller about a bored teenager under house arrest who thinks his next-door neighbor may be a notorious serial killer, spends three weeks at the top of the box office.

*Atonement* receives seven Golden Globe nominations, including lead acting nods for Keira Knightley and James McAvoy.

The Great Debaters, based on the real-life victories of a black debate team in the 1930s, receives eight NAACP Image Award nominations.

Joel and Ethan Coen write and direct *No Country for Old Men*, a film adaptation of Cormac McCarthy's bleak, moody modern western novel. The film receives eight Oscar nominations.
In *I Am Legend*, Will Smith is the last man alive in New York, after a man-made virus wipes out most of the world's population and turns the survivors into dangerous mutants.

Matt Damon reprises his role as amnesiac CIA assassin Jason Bourne for *The Bourne Ultimatum*, the third film in the Bourne trilogy based on Robert Ludlum's novels.

**Best Picture Oscar Nominations**

- *Atonement*
- *Juno*
- *Michael Clayton*
- *No Country for Old Men*
- *There Will Be Blood*

After a 19-year hiatus, Harrison Ford returns as Steven Spielberg's adventurous archaeologist in *Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull*.

Tim Burton directs and Johnny Depp stars as the title character in *Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street*, an adaptation of the hit Broadway musical.

Using a combination of live action and animation, *Enchanted* tells the story of Giselle, a fairy-tale character seeking a "happily ever after" ending in modern-day Manhattan.
Fall Out Boy headlines the Honda Civic tour, performs at Live Earth concerts and reaches the top of the charts with the release of their album Infinity on High.

British singer Amy Winehouse brings back the beehive and wins five Grammy awards for her work on Back To Black.

Canadian pop singer Feist enjoys soaring sales for her third solo album, The Reminder, after the single "1234" is featured in a commercial for the iPod nano.

Newcomer Sean Kingston tops the U.S. Billboard Hot 100 and Pop 100 with "Beautiful Girls," his first single from his self-titled debut album.

Rihanna records her third album, Good Girl Gone Bad, featuring Jay-Z and Ne-Yo. She receives six Grammy nominations.

Malibu singer-songwriter Colbie Caillat rises to stardom from MySpace. Her song "Bubbly" garners more than 31 million plays and her CD goes platinum.
Carrie Underwood releases her double-platinum second album, Carnival Ride, and contributes the Oscar-nominated song "Ever Ever After" to the soundtrack for the movie Enchanted.

After facing off at the MTV Music Awards, rapper rivals Kanye West and 50 Cent release albums on September 11 and vie for top sales. Kanye's Graduation is the victor.


Hip-hop artist T-Pain releases his second album, Epiphany. The album receives four 2008 Grammy nominations and the Vibe 2007 Song of the Year Award.

Soulja Boy reaches the top of the Billboard Hot 100 with the single "Crank That (Soulja Boy)" and his distinctive, loose-limbed dance style becomes a nationwide craze.

Radiohead invites listeners and fans to pay whatever they want for a digital download of their highly acclaimed seventh album, In Rainbows. A "discbox" edition, with standard CD and vinyl LP, is released in January 2008.

Punk-pop princess Avril Lavigne releases her third album, The Best Damn Thing, featuring "Girlfriend," her first No.1 single on the Billboard Top 100.

Radiohead invites listeners and fans to pay whatever they want for a digital download of their highly acclaimed seventh album, In Rainbows. A "discbox" edition, with standard CD and vinyl LP, is released in January 2008.
Sports

Tiger Woods achieves his record 14th World Golf Championships win at the WGC-Bridgestone Invitational and claims his 60th PGA Tour win at the BMW Championship.

Norwegian golfer Suzann Pettersen wins five LPGA events including her first major championship in a break out season.

Former Senator George Mitchell releases a list of Major League Baseball players, including seven MVPs and 31 All-Stars, under investigation for illegal use of steroids and other performance-enhancing drugs.

At X-Games 13, Ricky Carmichael wins the first MotoX Racing Circuit, Simon Tabron does back-to-back 900s in BMX Vert and Jake Brown survives a 40-foot fall.

The veteran San Antonio Spurs, led by Tim Duncan, beat the Cleveland Cavaliers and their young phenom, LeBron James, in a 4-0 sweep to win the 2007 NBA finals.

The American League Champion Boston Red Sox defeat the National League Champion Colorado Rockies in a decisive four-game sweep to capture their second World Series title in four years.

The LSU Tigers pounce on Ohio State early on their way to a 36-24 victory. LSU is the first two-loss team to compete for and win the BCS National Championship.
Brett Favre of the Green Bay Packers surpasses Dan Marino's touchdown pass record with number 422. 2007 NFL MVP Tom Brady of the New England Patriots sets the single regular-season mark for touchdown passes with 50.

Belgian Justine Henin defeats Russian Svetlana Kuznetsova 6-1, 6-3 to win her second U.S. Open title in New York.

Super Bowl XLII MVP Eli Manning leads the New York Giants on a last-minute scoring drive to upset the heavily favored New England Patriots 17-14, shattering the Patriots' bid for a perfect 19-0 season.

Power hitters Barry Bonds, Frank Thomas, Alex "A-Rod" Rodriguez, Craig Biggio and Jim Thome all achieve home run milestones in their Major League Baseball careers.
In January 2008, Academy Award-nominated actor Heath Ledger, 28, is found dead in his Lower Manhattan apartment from an accidental overdose of prescription medication.

- Entertainment Weekly names J.K. Rowling—author of the seven-volume, 4,100-page Harry Potter series of best-selling children’s books—as its Entertainer of the Year.

- Hearthtrob Zac Efron, who came to fame with his performance in the first High School Musical, becomes an even bigger teen star with the release of High School Musical 2.

- The Best of Both Worlds tour, starring Miley Cyrus as Hannah Montana, sells out in every city, prompting ticket lotteries, heartbroken fans and scalping scandals.

- Multi-talented star Queen Latifah becomes the latest spokeswoman for Jenny Craig. Her message isn’t about getting skinny, but about losing weight to reduce the risk of Type 2 diabetes.

- At London’s Wembley Stadium, Princes William and Harry host the Concert for Diana to commemorate the tenth anniversary of the death of their mother, the Princess of Wales.

- As Izzy Stevens on ABC’s Grey’s Anatomy, Katherine Heigl is a small-screen star. As Anne Fletcher in the comedy 27 Dresses, she conquers the big screen as well.